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ABSTRACT
Burials have long been regarded 8S a potential store-
house of data for archaeologists. During the late sixties and
continuing into the seventies, much of burial analysis W88
and still Is focused on the determination of the status
structure of extinct populations. For the Atlantic Provinces
of Canada, however, due to very acidic soil. no suitable sites
available for this type of study.
In 1967-68. a site with incredibly good bone pre-
servation wee excavated at Port au Cholx, Newfoundland, by
Dr. James A. Tuck of Memorlel University in st. John's. This
site will be used to investigate the status structure of the
Marl time Archaic people who inhabited the area some 4000 years
ago.
A number of methodologies have been developed to desl
with burial attributes and artifacts I but it will be argued
that the best methodology for the Port au Choix data consists
of an analysis of the qualitative as well as the quantitative
aspects of the grave goods.
Beyond the simple description of the differences
observable. an attempt will be made to relate these differences
to other factors of the sociopolitical sphere. For the Port au
Choix cemetery, it will be proposed that there was some form
of segmentation within the society, and that this may reflect
the existence of three separate "family plots .. udng the same
cemetery. This does not preclude the posaibili ty of the differ-
ences being due to other factors such ee clan or band melll.ber-
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factors such as clan o r band membership.
Using the Port au Choix site as a test case, the
status structure of egalitarian societies in general will
be questioned . and answers will be proposed. These will
relate to features such as the amount of status differen-
tiation, the basis of these differences ( s e x . age , achieve-
ment, ascription . e tc , } , and the meaning or function of
the artifacts interred wi th the dead .
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Beyond the description of material culture and the
formulation of culture histories, archaeology is also con-
cerned with the re-creation of the intangible aspects of
culture. The excavation and interpretation of burial data
serve 88 one of the prime sources for this type of recon-
struction. As well 88 providing data on the physical
anthropology and demography of the population. i te technology
and subsistence patterns, and the possible religious and
aesthetic value of various artifacts, burial data also enable
archaeologists to study the ata tUB systems of prehistoric
societies.
It has been proposed by anthropologists that band
(hunting and gathering) societies possess the most rudimen-
tary form of status allocation - an egalitarian system.
Elman Service (1962165) states that "inasmuch as band society
is small, the greater proportion of statuses are fami11stic
and egocentric". Berreman !! .!! (19711282) add that an ega-
11 tarian society "has no stratification of class - not even
rank ordering - other than the sex-age distinctione". However,
ega11 tarian Bocieties do possess leaders who supervise various
activities I but such a leader is only a "person of influence
who achieves status according to his abi11ty" (ibid.1285).
Band societies have therefore been seen ae basically egali ta-
r-Ian , with higher status positions filled by persons who have
gained recognl tion through achievement.
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A cursory glance at the grave goods interred wi th
the individuals at Port au Choix raises some interesting
problems. It has been postulated that the Archaic Indians
who buried their dead at Port au Choix Borne three to four
thousand years ago were living at the hunting and gathering
level and were probably organized into Borne eo r-t; of band
structure (Tuck 19768). Their statue system should therefore
ii t the above description, if this description is correct.
However, the Quantity of grave goods among aubeduLt skeletons
and the great differences between individuals of the same age
and sex Buggests a much greater amount of statue differentia-
tion than would normally be expected I and also the possiblli ty
that aecr-Ibed (hared! tary) status waa present.
wi th this minor background , the purpose of this
research was determined to be the answering of the following
questions I
1. Are status distinctions detectable in the archaeological
record? This question will be answered by stUdying the
distribution of quantity and quality of grave goods.
2. Do the artifacts buried wi th the dead reflect the status
of the deceased, or of the mourners, or of both? The
answer to this question will be found in the distribution
of male-specific and female-specific artifact classes .
J . Do egalitarian societies have status distinctions beyond
the age-sex criterion? This will be determined by an
analysis of the differences in artifact types and fre-
quencies per age and/or sex group.
4. If so, is this status achieved, ascribed, or both?
- 3 -
High status child burials will tend to favor the idea
of ascription.
5. What types of information can be inferred from the
results of status analyses? In this ceae , speculations
regarding other aspects of culture ( e . g . band structure)
wIll be advanced.
The report w11l be organized 88 follows . Part II wIll
provide B review and summary of the data now available on the
Port au Choix a1 te and the Marl time Archaic Tradl t Icn , The
theoretical and methodological backgrounds will be covered
In Part III, while the analysis results and some interpretat-
ions w111 be presented In Part tv. The final section (Part v)
will be a summary of the data and conclusions about the status
structure at the Port au Choix site. and an attellpt to answer-





Approximately halfway up the west COR s t of Newf ound-
land 's Nor t hern Peninsula Is the Pointe Riche Pen insula,
connected to the island by 8 narrow strip of land formed by
the near convergence of the :Beck Arm and Gsrgamelle Cove
( s e e Figure 1 . page 5) . The modern fishing village of Por t
au Choix is l ocated on the shore of the Back Arm where t he
body of the peninsula meets the caussway-like connective
land formation. The actual site, consisting of three l oc i .
WBS located In the village at three major aress sItuated
approximately 550 feet from each other. Pro m east to west.
they ha ve been designated as Locus 1, Locus 2, and Locus 4 .
rsspec t1vely ( BBB Figure 2 . pa ge 5 ) .
The Port au Choh: regio n Is located wes t of the
Long Range Moun t a i n s - the northernmost occurrence of the
Appalachian Range. Composed of Precambrian gr ani 'tee , they
form the backbone of the Nor t hern Peninsu la. To their west
and along the coast , the bedrock is formed of carbonate
Cembra-Ordovician sediments (Tuck 1976a ,1 ).
The gene r a lly accepted v i ew of the Pleistocene
geology of the Port au Choix region i s that Newfoundland
was only partially covered by the Labradorean Ice Sheet.
and that the ...est coa s t may ha ve been co vered by "local
radial flows" from centers i n the Long Range Moun t ain s .
The weight of this ice created a depression in the land mass
-
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Figure 1 . Location of Port au Choix area .
•L4
Port au Cho ix
CL-J100rt. \
a
Ff gur-e 2 . Loce t Icn of Burial s t t es •
(Both ?1f:Ur'!5 from TIJck 19711"1 : 164 -11)5)
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until the time of deglaciation around twelve to thirteen
thousand years ago. Except for a readvance of the ice sheet
around 11,000 years ago t the Northern Peninsula has been
-emerging from the S8a due to continuing glacio-isostatic
rebound- (Grant 19721101). As a consequence, the archaeo-
logical remains of the prehistoric peoples in this part of
Newfoundland have not been inundated by the sea.
The emergent coastline has resulted in the formation
of marine terraces and ancient raised beaches . At the pre-
sent elevation of 18 feet above the high water mark, the
second highest of these raised beaches was chosen by the
Archaic inhabitants of Port au Choix as a place to bury their
dead ·partly because it allowed relatively easy digging in
contrast to the gravel at the upper and lower terraces- (Tuck
1976a ,2) •
.11though skeletal remains had tor a long time been
accidentally encountered in the excavation ot cellars and
during other construction sctivi ties , no systematic work
waa undertaken until Dr . James Tuck ot Memorial Uni versi ty
excavated tour areas in the village in the tall ot 1967 and
summer of 1968. This reeulted in the discovery of three
temporally distinct and unequally productive excavation
areas (Tuck 1976a, 1976b).
The oldest and most productive area was Locus 2 . A
total of approximately 90 burials and thousands of artifacts
was recovered from this area. dating between 429Q±110 and
J69Q±90 years ago . Next in time was Locus 1, da ting around
J410±.100 years B.P • • which produced the remains of ten 1n-
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div!dUBls at varying age. The most recent burial area w88
Locus 4. dating around )2)01:.220 years B.P. This area, how-
ever, was the least productive with only the remains of two
very young infants (Tuck 1916a).
A fourth area, designated 88 Locus J and located
between Locus 2 and the harbour . produced Dorset Eskimo
artifacts but no evidence of Archaic Indians (ibid. 122 ) .
/ In total, the remains of over 100 individuals and
)000 artifacts were recovered from the three Port au Choix
burial loci. The skeletons span the range of newborn to old
adult and enabled James Anderson (1976) to study the physi-
cal anthropology of these people. The artifscts, although a
chipped-stone industry was virtually lacking, were wide-
ranging enough to provide clues as to the technology, economy,
sociopoll tical organization, and other aspects of the culture
at these Archaic Indians.
B. THE MARITIME ARCHAIC TRADITION
Derini tion
Initi.lly defined by Tuck (1970, 1971 , 1976., 1976b)
on the basis of the Port au Choix cemetery, the Mari time
Archaic Tradition refers to a marine-oriented hunting and
gathering cultural manifestation. It existed in an area
stretching trom northern Labrador to northern New England I
and west to New Brunswick and well into the St . Lawrence
estuary . It includes what hss come to be kno~ as the "Red
Paint- or )~oorehead burial complex of Maine and adjacent
- 8 -
areas. Although it is geographically situated in three
ecological zones (the Canadian, Hudsondan , and Eskimosn).
it exhibi te remarkable homogeneity in the areas of envi-
ronment I economy. technology, art, and religion (Tuck
1976.,98).
Marl time Archaic peoples existed in Newfoundland
and Labrador, at least, from about 7500 years ago to 3000
years ago. On the island 1 teelf I radiocarbon de tee show an
occupation ranging from 499Q±2JO years B.P. at the Beaches
site to 32J0±220 years B.P. at Locus 4 of the Port au Choix
site. In northern Labrador, the dates range from 5995.±80
years B.P. at Bkac k Island Cove to 2955±85 years B.P. at
Smoothland Point. Southern Labrador, however, has the great-
est time span - from 75JQ±140 years B.P. at the L'Anse Amour
Mound to 241Q±50 years B.P. at the Iceberg site (all dates
from Tuck 1976b). Older dates exist, but it has not been
demonstrated that they belong to the Maritime Archaic Tra-
dition, although it is probable that these older sites were
occupied by an ancestral Palaeo-Indian culture. The discre-
pencies in time periods may be due to the amount of archaeo-
logical work done in the respective areas and/or to the fact
that parts of Newfoundland are submerging rather than emerging
as is the Strait of Belle Isle area and the west coast of the
Northern Peninsula. Older archaeological sites have therefore
become inundated by the sea in areas with a submerging coast-
line.
Radiocarbon dates outside of the Newfoundland and
Labrador region are scarce from Mari time Archaic ai tea. Many
- 9 -
of the sites in Maine, for example. were excavated prior to
the advent of radiocarbon dating (Tuck 197681 Sanger 1973).
Some dates, however, do exist, and they show a time span
ranging from prior to 5000 years B.P. to around :3300 years
B.P. for the Maine area (Tuck n s d , 1),8).
Importance of Port au Choix
Although not greatly important in the reconstruction
of settlement pattern or of culture history due to its
rather short time span (4)00-)200 years B.P.) and ita lack
of living areas, the Port au Choix loci are the prime sources
of information about demography, physical anthropology, and
burial ceremonialism (Bee Tuck n.d.) aascc Leted with the
Ma r i t i me Archaic Tradition. in its late stages at least.
From osteological analysis. the skeletal remains
confirmed the assumption, made on the basis of technology,
that the Maritime Archaic peoples were "Indian" in physical
type and not "Eskimo" (Tuck 1976bI19). The data a Iao showed
the occurrence of a relatively high infant mortality rate,
as in most hunting and gathering eoc Le t.Lea , and that the
male to female ratio was approximately one to one (Anderson
1976). The remains, however, are not too useful in estimating
aboriginal population since the Bite covers a time period
of more than one thousand years. and the temporal differences
between the three burial groups forming Locus 2 "are not of
SUfficient magnitude to be detected by the C-14 method" (Tuck
1976aI94). Also, there is no knowledge of the geographical
expanse served by this cemetery.
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Being a cemetery, it naturally provides some data on
burial ceremonialism and speculations about the religiouB
and aesthetic functions of artifacts. The alkaline eo Lke of
Port au Choix allowed for good preservation of easily per-
ishable ob jects, especially bone artifacts - a Ma r i t i me
Archaic cultural inventory not represented at most other
et eee . However, the chipped-stone industry Is not well re-
presented at Port au Choix, but present. Possibly chipped-
stone tools did not have high status value and I BS a r-eauI t,
were not buried with the dead .
C. CULTURAL RECONSTRUCTIONS
The f ollowing reconstructions are based on the Port
au Choix material. along with data from other sites when
necessary for comparisons or when data trom Port au Choix
was lacking . Technology will only be discussed briefly,
while more time will be spent on socio-poll tico-economic
factors ranging from subsistence to aesthetics .
Technology
The underlying basis of Mari time Archaic technology
is its adaptation to 8 marine environmen t , Hunting implementa
from Port au Choix include ground slate and bone points ,
slate and bone bayonets, bone daggers and spears, foreshaft
fragments, end a few chipped-stone projectile points (Tuck
1976a) . The multitude of projectile points from the Strait of
Belle Isle region attest to a developmental trend from wide
short-stemmed varieties to narrower points wi th more elongated
- 11 -
stems to exp and i ng-stemmed var ie ti e s af t er around 4500 y ea rs
B. P . ( Tuc k 1976bI 50-51 ). Hun ting imp l emen ts designed s pe cif i -
cally for marine hunting i ncluded toggling and barbed ha r pc c ne ,
ba r be d bone points. and bone lances . Fish spear or le ister
points attest to a fishing industry as well ( Tuck 19768 1) 8 ).
Skin- and hide-working implements from Port au Choix
are lacking, and only include bone scrapers made from c a r i bou
scapulae and bone "beamer-a'", Other sites , however, provided
ch i pped- s t one butchering and cutting knives, end stone scra-
pers (Mc Ghe e and Tuck 197 5 ) . Awls, needles, and needle c a a ea ,
representing the sewing industry . were numerous at Port au
Cho l x - although lacking at other sites due to poor bone
preservation ( Tuc k 1976a 141 ).
Gouges , axes , adze s . a stone chisel (? ) and a bark
peeler ( ? ) attested to the importance of woodworking . Bone -
and stone-working tools were absent trom the Port au Cho ix
s1 ee , with the exception ot beaver tooth knive s which c ou l d
ha ve served to cut bone and antler ( Tuc k 197 6a, 1976b ). Ot he r
si tes provided evidence ot bone- and stone -work ing to ols
such as a few gravers and so me hsmmerstones ( Tuck 19 75 1 xc -
Ghee and Tuck 1975) .
Direct evidence of clothing was absent. However ,
Tuck ( 1976b l ) 1 ) says "it is ha r d to ima gine anyone living
i n Newf o un d l a nd and Labrador without waterproof bo ots. leg-
gings . a j a c ke t . mitts. and s ome sort ot cap or ha t " . Articles
wi th aesthetic or ornamental value were numerous and inc l uded
pins , pendants. co mbs, amulets, and charms ( Tuc k 197 68) .
Mus i c a l instruments such as flutes or whistles are directly
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attested to (McGhee and Tuck 19751 Tuck 19168). while others
such as rattles and drums can only be speculated upon.
One point regarding technological innovation and
borrowing seems worthy of Itention . James Tuck (1976bI87)
hints at the possibility that the knowledge of the true
toggling harpoon may have diffused to the Eskimos from the
Marl time Archaic Indians. while knowledge of the bow and
arrow may have diffused from the Eskimos to the Marl time
Archaic Indians .
subsistence System
A good summary of the hypothesized annual subsistence
round of the Marl time Archaic peoples is provided by Tuck
(t9?6b). ProD: late winter to possibly as late 8S June. harp
seals could be hunted on the pack ice . Throughout the summer,
other species of seals (harbour, grey, ringed, and bearded)
could be hunted in various parts of Newfoundland and Labrador.
The northward migration of swans (1), ducks, and geese , occurred
in late spring, along wi th the movement of sea birds to shore
in order to nest and moult . During the summer . Atlantic salmon
was probably a major food resource, while a multitude of newly
ripened berries could be gathered in late summer. with the
advent of the first snows in late fall , the caribou would be-
gin their annual migrations, and could be hunted in the inte-
rior of the island . They were probably hunted throughout the
year also, even though chances of success were more precarious
at other times . During the early winter, the Maritime Archaic
Indians possibly lived in the interior hunting hares, ptarmigan,
otter and beaver , until the late winter harp ssal hunting period
- 1) -
arrived (ruck 1976b). The annual round. then. is basically
maritime-oriented with the exception of a winter interior
orientation and partial dependence on gathering during the
late summer.
settlement Pattern
The pattern of Marl time Archaic settlements coincided
wi th their subsistence pursul ts. Information from various
s1 tee demonstrate the existence of summer base camps and fall
and winter specialized exploitation camps, but always the
stress is on small settlements occupied for short periods of
time. All of the Saglek Bay a1 eee , except for one summer or
early fall fishing camp located on a stream bank, were close
to the winter edge of landfsst ice and wi thin easy access to
spring and Bummer drift ice (Tuck 1975). The suggestion, then,
is that they served as late winter, spring, and early
living sites from which sea mammals could be hunted.
A pattern of small. short-term occupation sites is
aleo suggested for the Strai t of Belle Isle region (xcnnee
and Tuck 1975) and for the Sandy Cove site in Hamilton Inlet
(Pitzhugh 1972, 1975). The only dissimilar living site is
the Rattlers Bight-1 site which Pitzhugh (1972) believes to
be a relatively permanent summer base camp used by a faIrly
large group of people.
Although Port au Choix lacked a living site, other
Newfoundland sl tes, such as the Beaches sIte in Bonavista
Bay (Carignan 1975), attest to a similar settlement system
ae for the Labrador si ees ,
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The ".ari time Archaic Indians seem to 11 t the defini-
tion of B central-based wandering type of settlement pattern
which Is perceived 8S a
·communi ty that spends part at each year
wandering and the rest at a settlement or
' c en t r a l base', to which it mayor may not
consistently return in subsequent years."
(Beardsley II !1. 1956 11)8).
The late winter to summer sea mammal hunting camps were
relatively fixed settlements, while the late summer and
fall berry gathering and caribou hunting expedi tions were
more or l e s s nomadic in nature.
Social and Poll tical Organization
Due to their elaborate burial ceremonialism and
their settlement-subsistence system . It is believed that
the Marl time Archaic peoples were defin! tely beyond the
family level of sociocultural organization . However, to
what variant of band organization they belonged to is
difficult to determine. Tuck (1976a I84) states that they
"must have arranged themselves in rather smal l bands who
followed a seasonal round, pe rhaps not unlike those of the
Micmac Indians of Nova Scotis". He goes on to say that the
Fort au Choix people , because fo r thei r concern for the dead,
may be p laced in between a restricted wandering type of
community organization (Beardsley!! !! 1956,1)9) and a
centrally-based one . In a restricted wandering organization,
the society is made up of a "band of related or friendly
families headed by an advisory leader" (Chang 1972 18). How-
ever, in a centrally-based system, the leader, although he
- 15 -
possesses no coercive power, has no w become a commun i t y
symbol (Beardsley ~.!! 195611,38). Shamanism and statue
differences based on sbill ty become more important in B
c en t r a l - ba s ed wandering system (Chang 19721 8).
This implies that the people of Port a u Choix
poss i b ly had greater status d ifferences and a mor e coerc ive
poll tical organization than present in a purely wandering
type of sociopolitical organization. Supportive e vidence can
be g l e an ed from the g r e a t differences in quall ty and quantity
of gr a ve goods associated with the burials at Port au Choix
( Tuc k 1 9768) and from the elaborate child burial located at
L'Anse Amour (Mc Ghe e and Tuck 1975, Tuck n.d .).
Mag l c o- Relig l ous Organization
Al though things such BS rituals cannot be observed
in an archaeological ef ee , some statements can be ma de
regarding the possible mag i co-r e llgi ous s ignificance of
various artifacts by analogy with ethnographic data. At
Port au Choix, many such artifacts were found, which Tuck
( 1976a I9 2 ) interprets as revolving around "the assuranc e
of successful hunting and fishing, and probably the acqui-
sition of certain desirable personal quall ties during the
course of one 's life and the ir perpetuity i n death" . Hun-
ting charms included seal claws, fox teeth and mand ibles,
caribou incisors , bird b ills, and other bird remains. Arti-
facts whi c h may ha ve imparted desirable characteristics to
the wearer include s e a l claws, polar bear i nc i s or s , tox
teeth, ma r t en bone s , otter canines , do g and wolf teeth,
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black bear canines. beaver bones, caribou bones, bird hones,
and stones. crystals, and other natural ob jects (Tuck 19768).
Along with lI18.8ico-religiouB functions. these artifacts must
a180 have had aesthetic significance.
Tuck (19168162, 19?6bl)S) speculates at the possible
existence at a killer whale religious cult. based upon the
discovery of a large killer whale effigy carved out of B hard
igneous rock.
Status and the Division of Labour
The only definitive evidence about status derived
from the Port au Choix data by Tuck was the higher status
enjoyed by males over females. Tuck (1976aI89-90) states
that
·other than simple ascribed Individual
status ••• to Inter some more permanent
rank or class system involving maintenance
of status by a family over several gene-
rations would probably be complicating
the picture beyond neesss! ty."
The numero us artifacts buried wi th subadul ts lends substance
to the possibility of the existence of ascribed status, whereby
children of high status individuals or families might also
possess high status . The L'Anee Amour burial mound also de-
monstrates high status for a young individual (McGhee and
Tuck 1975).
From the frequency of occurrence of various artifacts,
Tuck (1976a I90-91) determined that hunting and fishing end
manufacturing were primarily male occupations I and that the
making of clothin« and hideworking were basically female oc-
cupations. Beyond this, it may be assumed that males were also
- 17 -
involved I n defence I whi l e f ema l e s cared tor the childre n,
did the cooking, and set up and moved the camp.
D. CULTURE HISTORY
James Tuck (1 976bI44 ) believes the Ma r i t i me Archaic
Tradit ion to ha ve been an .!n s itu development i n the Nor t h-
east. Support tor this viewpoint includes a gradual stylistic
evolution in pro jectile point form, the occurrence of biracial
knives throughout the sequence, a gradual decline in thumb-
nail scraper and pieces Bsguillees .frequencies through time r
the progressive addition of new items, and the absence of
any chronological ga ps in both the radiocarbon and s1 te ele-
va tion dates ( i b l d . I44 , 4B ) .
The actual homeland, 1f such a concept Is acceptable,
for these people Is unknown. However, the earliest dates for
Mari time Archaic B1tes are from the Strait of Belle Isle
area of southern Labrador. Archaic peoples were in the Strait
nearly 9000 years ago r and expanded nor t hwar d along the
Labrador coast to Hamilton Inlet by 6000 to 5000 years B.P.,
and to Saglek Bay by 5000 years B.P . Tuck ( pe r s ona l com-
munication) now believes that there may be older dates all
along the line. It has been suggested that a slight climatic
warming resulting in the n or t hwar d movement of t he tree line
may have been the incentive for the northward expansion, snd
it mu s t be kept in mind that nor t hern and central Labrador
were unoccupied at the time ( Tuc k 1976b).
The discovery of Ramah chert in northern Labrador
resulted in an extensive procurement network stretching as far
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south as the Maritime Provinces. Around 3900 years B.P.,
tiny stemmed points entered the Marl time ArchaIc complex t
suggesting the adoption of the bow and arrow from the Eski-
mos. At this time t Palaeo-Eskimos appeared on the Labrador
cosst and may have been partially responsible tor the
southward retreat of the Indians along the Labrador cosst.
Also, at the same time. there was a climatic deterioration
which r-eeu I ted in the southward movement of the tree line
(Tuck 1976b).
As to the question of what happened to the Mari time
Archaic inhabitants of northern and central Labrador, It
has already been Buggested that they may have migrated
southward to the Strait of Belle Isle region. Other possi-
bili ties include their extinction In this region or an
inland movement around Hamilton Inlet to the Lake Melville
area in order to avoid contact with the Eskimos (see Fitz-
hugh 1972, Tuck 1976b).
The earliest Maritime Archaic dates on the Island
of Newfoundland are much later than for the Strait of Belle
Isle region - the oldest being 4900±250 years B.P. for the
Beaches site (Carignan 19751126). A possible reason for this
lack of earlier dates is the fact that parts of Newfoundland
are submerging while the southern Labrador coast is emergingl
and. sites in Newfoundland, as a result, are being overrun by
the sea.
What happened to these Mari time Archaic Ind.ians?
It had. traditionally been assumed. that they had. become ex-
tinct and were later replaced by the Dorset Eskimo. However,
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recent excavations have shown that Indian populations
(proto-Beothuk) existed side by side with the Dorset Eskimos
during the latter part at Dorset occupation, at least. Fur-
ther work JDay show that Beothuk ancestry stretches beyond the
Dorset occupation and that the Beothuks were descended :tram






Importance of Dea th
"The life of an individual in any society Is
a series of passages from one age to another
and from one occupation to another ••• POl'
everyone of these events there are ceremo-
nies whc se essen tisl purpose Le to enable
the individua l to pass froD one defined
~~~i~;~~" t,v~O~~~~e;hi9~1 ~~_j~U811Y well
Death Is the last trans! ticn which individuals must
enter, and , 88 with all other t ransitions. it creates a
change in t he status quo. In o the r words, there has been 8
change I n t he compos! t i on of the BOC.! a 1 groups corr.prising
the 11 ving and the dead . There La then the nec eeaf ty to regain
stabll! ty in both social groupe. In the social group of the
living, the deceased can be replaced I but in the social ~roup
of the dead. actions must be taken to ensure that the deceased
will enter that group and, as many societies fesr, not remain
in limbo with the pOBsibili ty of the deceased harming the
living {B endenn 1930 157-82) . Dea th , as a consequence , becomes
of major impor tanc e to the socie ty as a who le .
Since death affects the tota l socis l group, it then
"becoaea a convenient means for inspecting the
operating of a society , or , to put it another
way. the ways in which the biological f act of
death are r efrac t ed in the life and thought of
a human group will be characteristic of t he
principles by which it organises , continues,
and explains its actions . - (Oppenheim 1973 I
29) •
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Utili ty of Mor t ua r v Analysis
Since death affects so c iety as a whole, it i s then
possible that, by studying the c har a c t e r is tic s of a set of
mortuary remains . data can be inferred about the so cia l .
polt tical, and magico-religiouB aspects of the so c iety in
question . In particular, and this has been the aim of most
mortuary analyses, aspects of the status system of the extinct
society should be evident ( e . g •• Rothschild 1975 ' Peebles
19711 Buikst ra 1972 1 Wire 1972) .
Christopher Pe eble s (1971 169) argues tha t . . •
"the ut ility of analyzing burials ae the
fossilized termina l statuses of ind ividua ls
Is obvious I it allows the archaeo log1st to
map the variabil1 ty wi thin these statuses
and to construct a mode l from this va ria-
b ility . The dimensior.s of the resultant
model can then be c ompa r e d to t ypologies of
status gradin~ systems de vised by c u l t u r a l
anthropo logists .•• "
Other aspecte of so c ial organization may also be
studied. Joseph Tainter and Ross Cordy ( 19 77 .96 ) define
two dimensions of structural differentiation . the vertical
and the hori zon tal. Status or rank gr a d i ng c omprises the
first dimension, while the horizonta l dimensi on "encompasses
structural components equal at each hierarchical l eve l".
Examples of t he s e would be tesk g r-oupe , sodell ties, terri-
torial band s , and so on. Br a d l ey Bartel ( 19 75 1104) adds
that "hypotheses re lating to eo c LeI stratif i cation and des-
c en t may be t e s t ed through burial analysis".
Add i tiona l l y , the study of mo r t ua ry attributes and
arti facts enables the srchaeologist to reconstruct aspects
of technology , eubeLe tence , division of labour. trade . and
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demography .
Nan Askin Rothschild (1975) tested the hypothesis,
and found support!ve evidence from archaeological remains
in Eastern North America, that differences in grave goods
reflect differences in status and role poel tiona. However.
she warns the t
-the analysis of grave goods is B partial
analysis in two S8nS8S. Pirst, grave goods
are only one aspect of a cou:plex integr a t i on
of death and material objects I there are
others which might not be Be directly acces-
sible to the archaeologist. Therefore . if
patterns do not appear in the analysis of
grave goode it may be because the patterns
which existed in the living society were
focused on Borne other way of integrating
property and death.
The second eenee In which such an
analysis is incomp lete is that social
structure is reflected in other aspects
of burial treatment such as grave orientation.
the physical construction of the grave ,
body position, etc.-, (ibid.1162)
Therefore, to make an analysis complete it is necessary to
study all recoverable aspects of mortuary data . As will be
discussed later. it is also necessary to eeeuee that what
is not recoverable (e .g . , eulogies) will not alter the
results in any major way , Tainter (197)11) states that
-much of mortuary ri tUBl is fossilized in the archaeological
r-eccr-d'", If this is the case, there is reason to give the
above assumption 2. fair degree of plausibili ty.
Grave Goods
A number of theories have been put forward to account
for the presence of grave goods wi th the skeletal remains.
The most popular is that the artifacts were required by the
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deceased in the afterworld (Ro ths c h i l d 1975.161 ). This theory
is based on the assumption that "the deceased would resume.
in the other world . a life like the one followed during his
lifetime. To do so would require the tools , weapons , and
ritual objects necessary in this world" (Tuck 19768,95) .
This orientation, if it were the major or only factor. would
simplify archaeological interpretations, since it logically
tallows that the artifacts buried with the deceased would be
related to the activities thBt the individual performed
during life. Therefore, aspects of the division of labour
could be recoverable tram mortuary data.
A second possibility is that the g r a ve goods represent
"tokens of friendship " (Rothschild 19751161) . This would re-
sult in individuals "offering objects of value to the
deceased", and since the mourners probably include members
of both sexes. it follows that ob jects representing both sexes
woul d be interred with each ind ividual ( Tuc k 1976a. 95). If
this were the ma j or factor. as Sanger ( 1973 . 1 35 ) believes to
have been the case at the Cow Point Archaic site in New
Brunswick . then c e r t a i n interpretations about the division
of labour based on mortuary data may be invalid.
A third theory states that the grave goods are placed
i n the graves to reflect the status of the dead individual
( Ro t hs c h i l d 1975,161). This theory does no t presuppose a
belief in the afterlife, nor do es it allow for seemingly
r andom distributions of male-specific and female-spe c ific
artifacts as would be the case if bereavement of the mourners
were the primary factor. Rather , it hints at a system of
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ranking where certain artifacts represent degrees of social
status . The artifacts could be both functional and ceremonial.
As with the first theory presented. the artifacts should
reflect the sex of the individual and probably also the
activities he performed during life.
Ethnographic Analogy
One of the main interpretive aids used by archaeolo-
gists is ethnographic analogy which involves
-inferring that the relationship between
various traces of human activity in the
archaeological record is the same as , or
similar to , those of similar phenomena
found among modern primi ti ve pecpLes ; "
(Fagan 1972 .249)
Watson. LeBlanc, and Redman (1971) distinguish between two
kinds of analogy. the direct-historical approach and the
general-comparative approach . The direct-historical approach
presupposes a strong cultural continuity between the culture
whose remains are being studied and a known ethnographic
culture. The general-comparative approach does not have
these limitations .
-ethnographic information gathered anywhere.
even from historical sources. can be used as
:~e~~di~nt~~C~~~~~~~i(!~i~~;5~~retationany-
However. as has been stressed by most recent authors
(Watson, temeee , and Redman 1971, Pagan 19721 Binford 1972) .
ethnographic analogy should only serve to construct hypo-
theses , and these hypotheses must not be accepted as valid
until they have been tested against independent archaeological
data.
For the purpose of this thesis, only general cotapar-a-
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t i ve analogies will be en t e r ta i n ed . s ince there is as of
yet no cu l t ur a l continuity prove n b e t we en t he Port au Cho ix
population and an y ethno graphic soc iety . Also, t he age of
t he c eme t e ry ma ke s the direct-h istorical approach unsui table.
And. f ollowin g the co nc ep t of a mor e s cientif ic approach to
erc haeology , the analogies wI l l on ly b e presented 8S untested
hypotheses at the present. The verification of these hypo-
theses wll1 be possible when new graves are ex cavated at Port
au Choix or when 8 similar cemetery wi th good ske letal pre-
ssrvation Is discovered elsswhere .
In a paper dealing wI t h the use of analogy in the
study of funerary remains , Peter Ucko (1 969 1262-263) warns
that
-The use of ethnographic parallels c an only
in very ex ceptional cases suggest a on e - to-
one correlation between the ec t.e of tribe A
and the remains of culture B, bu t what they
.£!.!1 do is suggest the sorts of possible
procedures which may result in the tra i ts
characterizing cu I ture B. ·
Inferences from Mor t ua r v Data
The range of possible inferences discernible in
mortuary data should be equal to the range of poss ible
factors affecting the disposal of the dead . Effie Bendann
(1 9)0) in a study of burial rites among the peoples of
Me lane s i a , Au s t r a lia , and India, encountered the following
factors which affected the disposal of the dead I rank dis-
tinctions, clan affiliation, phratry and kinship relations,
location of the land of the dead, location of their origi na l
home l a nd ( e ithe r a ctual or myt h i c a l) , kind of death, worship
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of the eun, reputation of the deceased. divination. social
status. and environmental considers tiona. Therefore. by an
analysis of the buriale of the peoples she studied. most of
the factors Hated above should be inferable.
Among the Skolt Lapps, Nils Stors (1971) discovered
that seclusion from humsn hah! tatioo WBS of importance for
determining the location of the cemetery. Islands served
this purpose, but being "clearly demarcated ••. offered
special advantages as shrines, too", (ibid.11)2)
Lewis Binford 11971 119-20) selected a sample of
societies from different parts of the world and studied the
"distribution of dimensions distinguishing status 89 symbo-
lized in mortuary pr-ac t Icee ", The results were follows I
of fifteen hunting snd gathering societies. 12 had sex as a
dimension, 6 had ecc Le I position. 4 had social affiliation.
2 had age. and one each had conditions of death and location
of death. The Port au Choix population, having existed st the
hunting and gathering level, should, if Pinford' e societies
represent an unbiased sample . show status differences with
regard to the sexual dimension at least. snd poeaibly wi th
reference to the other categories ae well.
In addition to Eendann 's categories. Einford (ibid.1
14) provides two more I the time of death and the place of
death.
Therefore . if enough detailed data were available.
it is conceivable that any or all of these factors could
be inf e r r ed frotl mortuary remains.
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Egali tarian VB Non-Egal1 tarian Societies
One of the aims of this thesis is to determine the
structure of the statuB hierarchy among egal! tarian societies
in general and among the Port au Choix population in parti-
cular. A. defio! ticn of the term "egal! tarian society" now
becomes 8 necessity. Morton Pried (19601715) defines an
egalitarian society as one "in which there are as many posi-
tions of prestige 1n any given age-sex grade as there are
persons capable of filling them". and distinguishes it from
a "rank society· in which there are "fewer posl tiona of
valued status than individuals capable of handling them .
Furthermore . most rank societies have a fixed number of such
positions· . (ibid.1717)
Andre Beteille (1977 1154) provides a slightly dit -
ferent definition. He proposes two possible alternative con-
cepts of an egalitarian society . The first supposes that all
posi tions have "broadly the same measure of prestige and
pcwer", while the second al ternative sees an egali tarian
society as one in which ·all its members enjoy equal access
to positions of power and prestige· .
Pried's defio! ticn requires the t posl tions of status
or prestige be created when necessary . i .e • • when some indi-
vidual has achieved enough to deserve the posi tion a Therefore .
when the individual dies . the position he held in lite does
not simply become vacant . it becomes nonexistent . unless
there is another individual who has achieved enough to tulfill
that position . B:teille 's argument is basically similar, ex -
cept that he does not provide tor the creation or loss ot
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status positions, but argues that every individual has equal
access to the posl tions which exist .
Fried 's argument also provides for the loss of status
if the individual's achievement decreases or is negated (1 960 1
716). An example would be the skilled or lucky hunter who .
after having achieved the status of 'good provider' . loses
his luck or skill for some particular reason. He would then
lose the status of being a 'good provider' .
The position accepted by the author includes aspects
of both Fried's and Be-teBle 's views. An egalitarian society
will be defined as one in which all individuals of a parti-
cular age-sex group have equal access to posl tiona of status.
Positions of status can be created and can be lost depending
upon the achievement ot the individuals aspiring tor or hol-
ding them. Although similar positions may be created. these
positions will not be entirely equal. There will be grading
wi thin the high status posi tions as well as between posi tions.
tor example , there may be six •good providers' but there will
be a.£!ll provider among these six . The distinction may not
be too apparent , but it is hypothesized to exist . All status
posi tions will be dependent upon the age, sex, and personal
achievement of the individual. The tact that individual X's
father was a good provider does not mean that individual X
will be a good provider .
The acceptance of this defini tion suggests tha t
child burials with a high quanti ty and/or quality of grave
goods do not necessarily mean that the child had a high
status . The possibility exists that the statUB evident in
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the bu rial goods is not in tact conferred upon the ch ild.
but. r ather . upon the relatives of the deceased ( t he child 's
father . mother. grandfather. e tc , } ,
Beteille also distinguishes between status and power.
He states tha t •••
"Status re lates to the esteem and respect that
are accorded to qua Il ties and posl tions whIch
are valued in themselves I it is of the essence
that esteem and respect a re here free ly
accorded. Power refers to the obedience and
c ompliance that some more than others are
able to command by virtue of the post tiona
they hold in ecc Le ty r here it is of the
essence that some are ab le to impose their
wil l on others despite their z-eaf e tance ; "
(1977 .18)
Accepting these two dettn! t Lons , it then becomes apparent
that t he re are no po s i t i on s of abso lute power o r authority
in egali tarian societies , but so le ly positions of status .
This, however , does not prec lude the possibility of some
power ro l es. because ·status and power can t o some extent
be converted into each other in every society· (ibid .ltB).
An example is the good hunte r who leads and commands all
the other hunters on a communal hunt . AS l ong as he is r-e-
garded as the best hunter, he will be llstened to and obeyed
when de a ling wi th hun ting matters . However , if he loses his
luck an d/or s ki l l in hu n t i ng, he also loses his leadership
power , because "respect and esteem which are freely given
can also be freely withdrawn· (ibid. ltB) .
Jane Buikstra (t97216) states that age and sex a r e
the primary dimensions of status allocation among egal! ta-
rian societies , and that there should be ·11 ttle differen-
tiation in type and kind of burial t reatment" (ibid .I?4).
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Ettie Bendann ( 19 ) OI268 ) adds that
"'the more aristocratic the society, the
more stress is laid upon the burial ot
the higher class, whereas in a democratic
regal! tarian] society rank considerations
would be almost elimInated. or certainly
relegated to the background."
with rank relegated to the background. age and sex, along
with achievement, become the primary it not the only tactors
affecting statuB allocation.
Two further items deserve discussion in this section
on egalitarian societies. Pirst is A.rthur saxe's (1911.41)
statement that ·non-egal! tarian status cemeteries are otten
selective in the segments ot the population represented".
This is logical since non-egal! tartan societies usually have
different classes or ranks ot people, and it is natural that
if segmentation exists in life, it should also exist in
death. However, there may be segmentation in death among
ega1i tarian societies also. The defini tion of an egalitarian
society specifies relatively equal status per age-sex group,
but not necessarily between such groups. It is conceivable
that an egalitarian society may wish to keep the burials of
males and females separate. or adults and children. It will
be hypothesized that the segmentation apparent in non-egali-
tarian cemeteries may involve differences between the
cemeteries themselves, while in egalitarian societies. the
total population will be represented in each cemetery, and.
it there is segmentation. it will be within the cemetery.
The second item is the statement by Marcia Wire
(1972,405) that
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"In earlier and smaller s1 tea status
symbols would not have been necessary
to distinguish a ruler. for relations
could be conducted on a person-to-person
basis ...
Although status symbols may not have been necessary during
life. it dOBS not mean that they did not exist or that
they were no t placed In the graves in memory of or for the
use of the deceased.
B. METHODOLOGY - REVIEW
Crt tar!s tor a Methodology
Joseph Tainter (1975,) specified two criteria which
must be met before any methodology can be considered BS
useful tor the purposes of mortuary analysis I
·the procedure must be relatively sensitive
to the size of the derived burial clusters" ,
.. the classification method must be capable
of partioning the data set into aggregates
of burials which can be interpreted as
socially distinctive • • • At the minimum,
such aggregates of burials must be defined
by attributes reflecting equivalent amounts
of energy expendi ture in mortuary cere-
monialism • •
Therefore , a procedure which is so sensitive that
it segregates burials according to minute points and results
in many small burial clusters probably does not reflect
social patterning , but rather reflects the idiosyncratic
aspects of the burial data. A procedure which is so general
that it does not create clusters at all would be of no use
ei there
The methodology must be geared to fit the data.
Depending upon the type of burial complex studied and on
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the meaning of the artifaets buried with the individuals t
it appears that the most generally useful research metho d
would be the study of energy expend! ture per individual.
Since at the Port au Choix s1 te there is only one method
of interment and, as will be shown later . no patterning
with regard to the other burial attributes ( de f i ned 88 aJ.l
aspects of grave structure and skeletal organization wi thin
the grave , including orientation and posture , but excluding
the artifacts) I the only remaining data are the artifacts
themselves . It we assume that they directly represent the
status of the deceased, then an analysis of distributions
might be acceptable . However. it we assume that the artifacts
reflect the status of the mourners, an analysis of energy
expendi tur-e on artifacts per burial should tell us something
about the relative statuses of the deceased individuals.
The follo'ff ing is a review of different methodologies
used by or available to archaeologists, and their applicabi-
11 ty to the Port au Choix data .
Polythe tic-Agglomerative and Monothetic-DivisiTe
-Hierarchieal methods of classifying elements
into sets are subject to two independent
choices. :p.irst , the strategy may be divisive,
;~bJ~:~d~~ei~~~u~~~~;~ ~; ~~:~~!:~t~:l;he,
or agglomerative, in that individuals are
progressi"e!y fused into groups of in-
creasing ahe until the entire population
is syntheaized . Secondly the strategy may
be monothetic, every group at every stage
(except tFie entire population) being definable
by the presence or lack of specified attributes ,
~~el~li~~:*' o;~~aff:l:i~:~~~d~~i~~~r~bute
~~~;:~~) .. . (Williams, Lambert , and Lance
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Of the four possible strategies. the two most
commonly used were tested on archaeological data by Joseph
Tainter (1975) to determine their applicability to mortuary
analysis . The polythe tic-agglomerative method resulted in
·8 failure to partition the data set into socially distinc-
tive burial groups· (ibid.18), and therefore is of limited
use . Clifford and Stephenson (19751105) further state that
"the main disadvantage15 are group size
dependence and a tendency to form groups
of diverse members whose main property
in eeeaen is their dissimilar! ty with
other groups."
The monothetic-divisive method. on the other hand.
found to be of ecae use by Tainter. He per:Cormed this
analysis using both chi-square and the information statistic .
Chi-square is a statistic ·based on the discrepancy between
frequencies in a sample and frequencies expected according
to some hypothesis· (Ilugh 1970.148-149) . The information
statistic arises from the concept of entropy and is based on
the fact that ·the transmission of any single symbol will
represent a certain quantity of infonaation •• •which it is
reasonable to suppose depends on the number of alternative
symbols available· {Haber 1974 .15) . Using chi-square , "the
procedure tends to fragment the final solution by splitting
outliers off from the population· (Tainter 1975.9) . However,
"application of the information statistic •• • yielded 8 final
solution which satisfactorily met the specified classification
requirements" (ibid . 111) . The necesei ty of having binary data
{Lance and Williams 1968,195) would create problems if such
a procedure were used on the Port au Choix data. Most studies
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using this method have required the organization of various
burial attributes into a binary framework, and burial clusters
were determined on the basis of the presence or absence of
these variables {Tainter 1915}. Hcwever-, as will be shown.
the Port au Choix burial complex involved burial attributes
which were similar to one another or rando.Iy distributed
(wi th the exception of flexing). Even though similar! ties
imply cultural patterning, no useful status information can
be retrieved troll thell. The only remaining factors are the
grave goods Which are not aaenebke to binary classification
it it is accepted that the artifacts may reflect the status
and occupations of the mourners and not the deceased.
Factor Analysis
A third method tested by Tainter (1975) is factor
analysis, which is "a technique which begins wi th a large
number of measures and reduces them to a few hypothetical
basic variables· (Watson, LeBlanc. and Red.an 19711148).
Using data from the Klunk and Gibson mound groups in the
lower Illinois River Valley. Tainter (197518) was able to
reduce eighteen variables into nine factors which discri-
minated between classes of burials. He therefore concluded
that "the outcome of the factor analysis has a far greater
likelihood of reflecting the structure of an extinct social
system than do the results of the polythe tic cluster analy-
aea" (ibid •• 8-9). The rejection ot this procedure tor the
Port au Choix data rests on the same argument applied against
monothetic-divisive analyses, t ,e , the data are not amenable
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to binary classification.
Another problem is the interpretation of the meaning
of t he factor analysis results . Cliftord and Stephenson
(19 75 1181 ) state that the method "has been much criticized
by some , largely on the basis of the interpretation ot the
results . and by others the method has been regarded as
useless". Watson, LeBkanc , and Redman (1971 1149) reiterate
that -the explanation of the factors cannot be based solely
on the factor analysis·.
Formal Analysis
In the introduction to "Approaches to the Social
Dimensions of Mortuary Practices" , Brown (1971811) asserts
that
"among the divers! ty of approaches there are
two strategies •• o One seeks statistical explana-
tions to discover central tendencies , trends .
or clusters in the data •• • The second explores
tormal relationships that depend upon a theory
ot sets .·
Some examples ot statistical methods have been discussed
previously .
Formal analysis is summarhed by Tainter (19751)
ae
"a technique which progressively subdivides
a population on the basis ot the presence
or absence ot all variables utilized. but
wi thout regard to the possibili ty the t
attributes may have varying degrees ot
importance in the domain in question.·
He goes on turther to say that this type ot analysis is
generally unworkable "when large and diverse data sets are
Invo Ived'" , and that it sometime results in clusters con-
taining only one burial each. because the method is unable
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to handle idiosyncratic variation (ibid . I) .
Brown (1971 b) used formal analysis in a study of
status among the Spiro mounds and found i t to be a useful
procedure . However , he studied variation in «rave attributes
and population distribution - no attention was paid to the
grave goods themselves. A.s has been said previously , the
only usefu l data showing non-random va riation from the Port
au Choix site are the artifacts interred with the skeletons .
Assuming that there w111 be mor-e idiosyncratic variation
among the artifacts, the author feels that a formal analysis
would not be of use in a study of the Port au Choix cemetery.
Artifac t -Bu rlal- Assoc 1a ticn
Nan Askin Rothschild (1975 161) introduced an analy-
tical procedure which she termed artifact-burial-association
(ABA) defined as -the number of di:rferent categories of
artifacts included in a g r-ave ", An inherent problem with
this type of analysis is that no attention is paid to the
quanti ties of artifacts per grave . The resul ting ranking
system would have as equal , burials w1th siailar artifact
categories regardless of the difference in amount of grave
goods . This . therefore . would not necessarily reflect the
relative status of the individuals in question . This pro-
blem was also voiced by Rothschild herself , but refuted for
her sample of eastern North American societies since, .. i th
a few exceptions , she tested and discove red that there was
a correlation between quantity of categories and quantity
of artifacts . However . she adds that
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·some caution Is necessary in interpreting
this test, as the distribution at both
artifacts and artifact categories is not
known.- (ibid • •6t)
Therefore . since there are large differences in quanti ty
of artifacts per burial at the Port au Choix s1 te , Roth-
schild t s ABA analysis would be of lim! ted or no value.
Quantitative Analysis
What 1s here be i ng referred to as quantitative
analyses are ones whose only crt ter-Ia of evaluation are
the quantitative aspects of the artifacts per burial. An-
alyses of this type assume that artifacts occurring in low
frequencies wi thin the total assemblage of burial artifacts
have high status value . This is based upon the belief that
the reason that some artifacts rarely occur In burials is
that they also were rare in the society as a whole , and ,
being so, are accorded higher status value by the population
itself than artifacts which were more common . The basic pro-
blell wi th this reasoning stems from the unproven assumption.
The author believes that the opposite assumption is
as , if not more, likely. In this case, the reason that
certain artifacts have low frequencies among the grave goods
is that they have low status value and are not usually deemed
to be worth burying with the deceased. The probability is
that both of these factors played a role in the selection of
burial goods.
The methodology at such analyses as performed by
different individuals is basically the same. James Tuck
(1976a) used the following system in analyzing status among
- )8 -
the Port au Choix burialst
-1 . Burial offerings and associations were
grouped and the spec imens in each group
counted.
2 . A score tor each artifact was then
determined by dividing the total for
each group into 100 percent ••• In
add! t Icn , unique objects and items ot
low frequency • • • were arbitrarily given
a maximum value of 25 points. thereby
preventing an overemphasis on one
particular object.
) . The total score was then determined tor
each burial by adding the artifact scores
arrived at in step 2. Thus, individuals
wi th higher percentages of more classes
of artifacts received a higher score
and hence, a higher interred status."
(ibid. , 8 7 )
A similar procedure was used by the author (d 'Entre-
mont 1975) in an attempt to determine the ages at which
transi tiona1 markers were apparent among a prehistoric Pueblo
population in east-central Arizona (i. e • • the Grasshopper
site) . In this instance . the system used consisted of giving
values to the artifacts based upon the reciprocal of occur-
rence ot each particular artifact class. For example. if an
artitact class occurred 50 times among the burial population .
each individual artifact in that class would receive a value
of one-fiftieth (0.02) - the reciprocal of occurrence of
that particular c lass .
In both cases. especially the Pueblo example where
differences should have been apparent. the analysis feiled
to demonstrate suspected relationships. In accounting tor
this failure . the author believes that the ranking determined
in both instances did not present an accurate picture of the
society studied . and proposes that to obtain a more accurate
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picture requires the analysis of the artifacts in a quali-
tative manner before moving on to a quantification of the
data .
Energy Expend! ture
One method ot giving quaIl tativa values to the
artifacts involves the study of energy expenditure. The
amount ot energy expended per burial has been frequently
studied by archaeologists to determine status differen-
tiation (Buikstra 19721 Tainter 19751 Tainter and Cordy
1977). This type ot analysis, however, has usually re-
valved around the technical attributes of grave structure
and the treatment of the body . Tainter and Cordy (1977197)
state tha t
-Labour expendi ture should •• • be reflected
in such features of burial as size and
elaborateness ot the interment facility .
method of handling and disposal of the
corpse , end the nature of grave associa-
tions ...
At the Port au Choix site . the only visible dif-
ferences in energy expendi tur-e , not including the artifacts .
are the she of the burial facility and the degree of flex-
ion of the skele ton . According to Tuck (19768 19) . these
differences probably do not reflect cultural preferences but
rather reflect "economy of effort in digging graves". Adult
graves were larger in size due to the differences in body
size between an adult and a child. However, it has been as-
sumed that, to keep grave digging to a minimum, adult skele-
tons were flexed so they would fit into smaller graves than
had they been extended . For this site. therefore . the dif -
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!erences in energy expend! ture in burial size and handling
of the corpse are possibly not culturally significant.
The remaining crt t a r i a in energy expend! ture con-
cerns the manufacture of the artifacts themselves - a
cri tar!. significant at the Port au Choix 81 te - which
will be discussed in the following section .
C . METHODOLOGY - PROPOSAL
The methodology proposed tor the determinat ion of
statuB at t he Port a u Choix Maritime Archaic cemetery will
consist of the analysis of three fac tors I demog raphic
da t a , buria l attributes , and grave goods .
1 . Demographic Data
The first analysis will consist of a study of the
distribution of age and sex groups among the Port au Choix
po pulation . The possible r elevan c e of th i s t yp e of infor -
mation has been pointed ou t by A.r t hu r Saxe (1971,41) who
justifies it by stating that -non-egalitarian status
cemeteries are often selective in the segments of the
population r-epr-eaen t e d '", Therefore , it is being hypotheslr.ed
t hat, i f t he Po r t au Choix society wa s egalitarian in nature .
there should be a random distribution of age and sex groups
represented in the cemetery . This . however , is not meant to
preclude the possibi11 ty of non -cultural 11mi tations to the
sample (e .g. , diffe rentia l mor tali ty).
2 . Burial A. t t r i bu tes
The second step will be a statistical analysis of
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the distribution of three burial attributes I direction
tacing, direction heading, and degree of flexion . Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov one-sample tests will be performed to determine
the randomness or non-randomness of these distributions . In
this c a s e , it is being hypo thesized that . it burial attri-
butes reflect status differences, they should demonstrate
a non -random dis t ribution .
J. Gra ve Goods
The maIn analysis . however . will be a qualitative-
quanti t ative study of t he grave goods themse lves , and wIll
be pe rform ed I n t hree parts . Firs t wi ll be a Rank Orde r
Analysis t o de t erm i ne the relative status value of each
burial. The second part wi ll consist of an analysis of the
percent age of technomic artifacts pe r bu rial. This shou l d
reflect the importance of subsistence-related activities
per aa a and sex group . Lastly , artifact distributions .ill
be ana lyzed in order to determine if there is signiticBnt
type va riation between t he three burial groups in Locus 2.
Rank Order Analysis
The Rank Order Analy s i s wi ll be conducted in the
following manner .
1 . The individual a rtifact scores will be determined by a
stUdy of t he t o llowing f our qualitative ca t e gc r -Ie a r
a)~I All r a w materials used by the population .Ul
be divided into two groups - either common or uncommon .
Por all ca tegories . the distinction between common and
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uncommon raw materials is based upon the relative
local abundance of the material or species In question.
Artifacts made of commonly occurring raw materials
.ill be given the minimum value of one (1) . Artifacts
constructed from uncommon materials will be given the
maximum value of five (5). The category of uncommon raw
materials can consist of both local and non-local
materials. since some local materials (e.g • • bald
eagle bones) are highly uncommon . and therefore de-
serve a high status value as well.
b} Manufacturing Time, Research on replicative experiments
(McGuire 1891 , 18921 Pond 19)0) has shown to be falla-
cious the belief that exceedingly long time periods were
required to manufacture stone tools . These researchers
have demonstrated that the basic distinctions in manu-
facturing time range from minutes for chipped points to
hours for pecked and ground stone celts . Other studies
(Smith 19101 Hutton 1912) have shown a range in bone
and ivory manufacturing times of similar proportions.
Por the purpose of this study . all artifacts will be
placed in one of five categories and will receive the
following va Iue s r unworked artifacts will receive a
value of zero (0), artifacts requiring lIinutes to com-
plete. a value of one (1), artifacts whose manUfacturing
time lies in the hazy area between minutes and hours
will receive a value of two (2)1 artifacts requiring
hours to make . a value of three (J) I and artifacts whose
manufacture requires days, B value of five (5) .
- 4) _
c) Function l All arti fa c t s will be d i.i d e d i nto two
fu nctiona l groups I technomic an d soc io t e ch nic . Tech-
nomic artifacts will include -those art ifacts ha ving
their primary functional context d irectly "i th the
physical environment" ( Bi nf o r d 1 97212) . Hunting,
fishing, sew ing, woodworking , an d other type s of tools
tit into this category. Sociotechnic artifacts "ill
encompass the art ifacts labelled by Bi n f o r d (1972 124)
as both s oc i o t e ch n i c and ideo techn i c • and i nc l ude s
artifacts whose primary functional context is i n the
social a nd /or ideological subsystems of the total
cu I tural system . Ceremon ial items, whistles . beads I
pendants , amulets, etc . are considered to be 80c 10-
technic 1 tems . Technom ic artifacts will receive a
value of one ( 1 ) . while scc Io t.echn I c items a value
of two ( 2 ) . Less ellphasis has been placed on the
values g i ve n to functio n as i t is assumed that it i s
not of a s g r e a t importance as the previous t wo
qualitat ive categories .
d ) Unfinished ArtifactS I All artifacts in a state of
manufacture inc lud ing those still in process and
blanks will be given a value of minus one (-1) to
account for their incompleteness . In other words .
the score determined by an analys is of the first
three categories will ha ve a value of one subtracted
fro. i t .
2. The score for each artifact will then be computed by
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adding the values derh'ed from each of the four cate-
go r i e s . Grouped items. however ••ill be an exception.
Grouped items will be defined as non-functional i tams
which usually appear in bulk quanti ties, and will in-
clude artifacts such as beads. bird bills, uMlodif'ied
beaver incisors, etc. The value ot grouped itellls will
be the value of one Item plus ten percent of the total
number of items in the group . as demonstrated by the
tollowing to rmu h. I
Grouped Item"" Individual Artifact + Number of Items
Value Value 10
J . The total score for each burial will then be computed by
adding the values of all the artifacts in that particular
burial. Only the artifacts detin! tely assigned to a par-
ticular burial will be considered.
4. The last step will consist of ranking the burial scores
from highest to lowest. Since no age and/or sex infor-
Illation is available from the few burials with no skeletal
remains. only those wi th such remains will be used in
the analysis .
Due to the small number of burials from both Loci 1
and 4 and the differences in radiocarbon ages between the
three loci, the analysis of these loci as a unit is not
particularly useful relative to the possible information
gain which can be derived from such an union. Therefore .
al though the burial scores of these two loci will be tabu-
lated, they will be kept separate from those of Locus 2,
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and wIll not be included in the main interpretational
statements . They may . hcweve r-, be discussed as an aside
to the Locus 2 reaul t.s ,
The data will be summarized In tabular rere , begin-
ning with the overall distributions and mean scores per age
and sex group f or Locus 2. As a next step . the data will be
divided into three segments to correspond to Tuck 's (19768)
three distinct burial clusters comprising Locus 2 . Similar
tables dealing wi th distribution and eean scores per age
and sex group will be constructed tor each burial cluster.
Along with an analysis ot central tendency . the data will
also be plotted on frequency graphs tor visual interpreta-
tion , and will be t ab u lated fo r statistical analysis using
the Mann-Whi tney U test .
Percentage Technomic Ar ti f a c t AnalYsis
This analysis will consist of calculating the pe r -
centage ot technomie artifacts per burial . and then ranking
the burials trom highest to l owest percentages. The tabu-
lations will be the same as tor the Rank Order Analysis. The
data wil l be summarized for all of Locus 2 fi rs t . and t hen
divided per bu ria l c l uste r . Dis t ribution and mean sc ores per
age an d sex group wi ll a lso be pe rformed . Also , the data
will be plotted on frequency graphs and studied statistically
using the Nann -Whitney U test .
The only .ajor difference is that burials with no
grave go ods .ill not be considered as they cannot provide
any information on t he percentage of technollic artifacts .
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Artifact Distributions
This analysis will test whether certain artifact
classes are more characteristic of one of the three Locus
2 groups than the others. In order to do this . certain
artifact classes will be abstracted from the r a w data and
their distributions per number of graves per group will
be tested t or c han c e varia ticn ueing t he Kolmogorov-Smirnov
one -sample goodness of ii t test .
4. Add! tional DBta
Since SOll.8 previous studies have dealt with aspects
of status at t he Port a u Choix site . it was deemed necessary
to incorporate their findings into this report .
James Tuek (19768190-92) per1'ormed a series of chi-
square computations dealing with artifact distributions per
age and sex group . and achieved some speculative results .
These r e s u l t s on the division of labour wil l be summarized
in this section . and possible interpretations will be ad -
vanced ,
Nan Askin Rothschild (19?5) used Port au Choix as
one of a multi tude of sites studied in her analysis of status
and r o l e among the prehistoric societies of eas tern North
berica . She also performed some Chi-square computations on
age and sex d is tributions of various artifac t classes . These
will also be summarized and analy~ed along with Tuck 's
findings .
D. ASSUMPTIONS
The preceeding methodology and fol lowing interpre ta-
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tiona are dependent upon a number of major assumptions. The
assumptions are that status value increases wi thl
1) rari ty at raw material
2) l eng t h of manufacturing time
J) sociotechnlc use versus technomic use , and
4} with degree of completion .
Further, it is assumed that values differ In relation to
these criteria in the order given above.
A second assumption is that the archaeological record
reflects s tatus differentials as well 8S if the non-preser..
vable artifacts and non-tangible aspects (ceremonies , e tc , )
ot mortuary data were available tor study. This assumes that
burials .1 th a large amount of grave goods of high quali ty
would also ha ve had a large amount of related cer-eacn Le Le ,
etc • • whi l e burials with low artifact frequencies would have
had few ceremonials . etc .
The last major assumption relates to the significance
of the grave goods . One viewpoint ( St o r s 19711180) postulates
that the grave goods belonged to the deceased and therefore
reflect his pe rsonal status. Another viewpoint postulates
that the artifacts reflect the sta tus of the mourners (Sanger
197).1)4-1)5) . The t hird viewpoin t accounts fo r both of these
posi tions ('Wire 19721 Peebles 19711 Binford 1971). Here . the
propos! tion is that the grave goods account for both the
status of the deceased and of the mourners . Peebles (19711
68) 9ummarhes the situation with the statement that
-the status of the deceased and the statuses
ot the mourners. are in part reflexive , the
status of the deceased in part determines who
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Is to be included in the mourners. and the
statuses of the mourners in part determine
the status, in death , ot the deceased .-
The assumption being made , then . is that regardle ss ot
whe the r the grave goods r e f l e c t the status of the deceased
or the mourners or both does not alter the ranking system,
because all three possib ilities relate . either directly or
i ndi r e c t l y . t o the status of the de c e a s ed. The only poss ible
exception would be in the case of high status child bu rials
where the status r e f l ected may be of the chi ld 's fami ly and
not of t he c hi l d himse l f. However , in this instance , a cer-
tain de g r e e of ascribed s tatus can be interred , and . if' this





Using de mograph i c data. the hypothe s i s to be tested
i s t hat it the Port au Cholx s oc i e ty was egall tartan i n
nature, then there should be 8 random distribut ion of age
and sex groups represented in the cemetery . This is based
upon the assu.ption of fered by A.rthur Saxe l1 97 1 141 ) that
there should be very little or no selectivity In the segments
of the popu lation represented i n an egal itarian status
cemetery •
The distribution of a ge and sex groups per locus tor
the Port au Choix site i s presented in Tables I and l Ion
the tollowlng page. As can be s een , the Port au Choix ceme -
tery as a whole seems to r epr e s en t a sample of the entire
population . The eubadult population comprises 50 .5:' of the
sample , while the adult population (inc l ud i ng the 18-21 year
age g r oup) is cOllposed of the remaining 49.5" . Loci 1 and 4
show only a few segaents of the age ecake , but this iB pro-
bably only due t o t he min ute shes of the samples contained
in these two l oc i. Another aspect of the age distribution
which probably reflects natural population trends is that
.ost ot the subadul ts are less than two ye a r s old - an ex -
pected result considering the BSBu.ed high infant martall ty
rates in hunting and gathering societies .
The sex distribution also demonstrates the lack of












"Newborn 12 1) .5 50 .0 1) 12.9
0-2 years 15 16 .9 1 50.0 16 15 .8
2-6 years 2 .2 2 .0
6-12 years 7 .9 2 20 .0 8 .9
12-18 ye ars 5 .6 )0 .0 7 .9
Juvenile ) .4 ) .0
18-21 ye ars 1,1 1,0
Yo ung Adult 4 4 .5 1 10 .0 5.0
Adul t )) )7 .1 4 40.0 )7 )6 .6
Old Adu l t 7 .9 7 6.9
TOTAL 89 100. 1 10 100 .0 2 100. 0 101 100.00
umLl!
Papulation Sex Distribution






"Male 21 48. 8 1 16 .7 22 44.9
Ma le 7 .0 6 .1
Pemale 11 25 .6 5 8) .) 16 )2 .7
Pemale ? 18 .6 16 .)
TOTAL 4) 100. 0 6 100 .0 49 100. 0
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tages of 'definite' males to 'definite' females is 4419~
to )2.7'/.. the ratio of total males ( i nc l ud i ng questionable
males) to total temales (including questionable females)
is 51'" to 49'/. respectively .
In conclusion then. it may be stated that there was
no selectivity of population segments at the Port au Choix
cemetery. All segments of the population were equally re-
presented, keeping in mind the population trends and mortality
rates expectable in a hunting and gathering level of exis-
tence. This therefore lends support to Saxe's assumption,
and to the belief' that the Port au Cholx population formed
part of an egalitarian society.
B. BURIAL ATTRI BUTES
1. Background.
For this analysis, the hypothesis to be tested is
that, if the burial attributes reflect status differences ,
they should demonstrate non-random distributions. Since all
individuals at Port au Choix had been interred and there
were no major structural differences in burial mode. the only
remaining burial attribute categories which might reflect
status differentiation are the directions the body was facing
and heading. and the degree of flexion of the skeleton.
The sample for these tests will include all skeletal
remains with both age and/or sex determinations and orienta-
tion and/or degree of' flexion determinations. The sample, how-
ever, will vary in size per test due to the nature of the
variables involved. For example . there are more age determi-
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nations than sex determinations since only adu lts can be
valid ly sexed. Also , for certain skeletons . only one or two
of the three burial attribute variables could be determined .
The orientations of the skeletons were derived from
Tuck (t976s lAppendix B) . Since some determinations appeared
to be more specific (e.g . , NNE) than others (e .g • • N) . it
was decided to collapse the orientations into four equal
sections of the compass (see Figure J . above) and to label
these as North , South, East . and West .
Due to the sample size , chi-square and Fisher's
Exact Probability Tests were ruled out since the sample was
too small and too large . respectively , to run these tests .
The Kolmogorov-S1Iirnov two -sample test "as also eliminated
due to the inequality or the sample shes to be compared.
With these limitations, it "as decided to perform Kolmogorov-
Slnirnov one-sample goodness of fit tests . This test involves
the comparison of the expected and observed cumulative tre-
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quencies of a given distribution. and the determination of
whether the differences were large enough to be due to fac-
tors other than chance variation (Siegel 1956147-51). This
test has the advantage of not being limited by sample size.
The null hypothesis tested was that the observed
distribution WBS derived from a population wi th equal fre-
quencies of occurrence for each available choice . resul t Lng
in the conclusion that the observed differences can be
plained by enance variation . The level of significance
accepted will be . 05 or less . Therefore. all tests with
an observed probability of .05 or less will cansti tute a
rejection of the null hypothesis (i.e •• the probabilities
are that the observed differences are not due to chance
variation alone) .
2. Re eu I ta .
The test results are presented in Appendix At and
can be summarized as follows. Of the ten teats run, two
demonstrated a level of significance of .05 or less . The
relationship between adult age (18 years and over) and
degree of flexion was obvious even without the testl all
adults were flexed . However . the eubedu Lta provided a
distribution which has a high probability of being due to
chance variation alone . The expected predictive relation-
ships between degree of flexion and age were not demonstrated.
Although it can be stated with a high degree of probability
that extended skeletons represent subadul t s , the corres-
ponding statement regarding flexed skeletons and adults
Cannot be made since both adults and some subadul ts were
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!lexed .
This, however, does not necessarily reflect status
differences. It has been hypothesized by Tuck (19768,9)) .
and the author agrees wi th this posl t Ien, that the differ-
ences in flexion ·probably reflect economy of effort in
digging graves rather than any s trong cultural preference",
ay flexing the larger individuals (adults and older sub-
adults). Leas time and energy WBS required to dig the graves
since they could be smaller .
The other significant correlation was between direc-
tion heading and subadult age. In this instance . it can be
said that there was a preference tor burying BUbadults with
the body heading e1 ther east or west .
All other possible relationships between burial at-
tribute and population variables were found to be explainable
by chance variation alone. Although not statistically signi-
ficant . there seemed to be a tendency tor both remales and
adults to be buried facing north (probability is greater than
. 1 5 ) •
C. GRAVl! GOODS
The analysis of the grave goods was divided into
three parts I the Rank Order Analysis . the Percentage




The purpose of this analysis was to deterulne the
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relative statuB value of each burial. To reach this objective.
the characteristics of the artifacts and their respective
values first had to be determined . These include material,
Ilanutacturing time, funetion, and completeness of the
artifact .
a) Material!
The materials froll which the artifacts were made can
be divided into a number of general categories I rocks
and .1neralsl lIammal species, bird species. shellfish
and fish species. and a miscellaneous category . For all
categories . the distinction between common and uncommon
raw materials is based upon the relative local abundance
of the material or species in question. Although arbi-
trary I 1t dOBS provide us with a method of measuring
the relative importance of various materials .
In determining the availability or various types of
rocks and ainerals in the Northern Peninsula area of
Newfoundland , four primary sources were used (Baird 1955 .
19571 Snelgrove 19)81 McKillop 1968) along with Tuck
(1976a) . Of the materials exploited , only red slate,
native copper , garnets , amethyst. and quartz and calcite
crystals , were deemed to be uneeaaen to the area . The
remainder . ranging from mica and agate to shale and
sandstone, were believed to be available in quantities
large enough to be classified as cOllllllon materials.
Of the land mammals (Northcott 1974) , only the polar
bear and moose were not native to Newfoundland . The
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walrus (If.ansfield 1967) WBS the only marine trlaDUllal
whose distribution did not touch upon Newfoundland
waters. A.lthough all of these species are infrequent
accidental visitors to the area, their scarcity
quires that they be labelled as uncommon .
The category .i th the Illost species represented
the birds . The tOllowing were considered to be uncommon
1n the area (Peters and Burleigh 19511 Austin 19)21
Todd 196)1 Chapman 1966). the harlequin duck , bald
eagle and all other eagle species . Hudsonian godwit ,
marsh hawk , red-throated loon, common merganser, snowy
owl , and all swan spec ree •
All of the shellfish species represented are local
to the area , and are common to fairly common (Bousfield
1960). Of the fish species . only the shark was deemed
to have been uncommon (Leilft and Scott 1966) . The
miscellaneous category included birchbark shreds
(ceeaen , though not usually preserved) and fossils
(uncommon) including crinoid stems.
Pollowing the methodology proposed in Part III. all
the materials and species labelled as uncommon above
will be given a value of five (5) . while the common
i tellS will receive a value of one (1) . When the iden-
tification of the particular species or SUbspecies is
not certain (e .g•• loon species) and there are examples
at the site of both a common and an uncommon variant .
the unidentified variant will be assumed to be the
cO!llDlon species.
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b) Manufacturing Time I
As stated earlier (pa ge 42) , the criteria used for
placing YariOUB artifacts into particular tille ranges
of manufacture are the results of rep lic a tive experi-
ments pe rformed during the last 100 years . especially
those of J oseph McGuire (1891 . 1892) and A. W. Pond
(1930) . They demonstrated the time required to manu-
facture yarlou8 artifacts using various methods, and
their r e s u l t s a re the basis tor my classificatory
acbeae ,
Af t e r having analyzed the Port au Choix artifacts
at t he Newfoundland Museum . t he rol lowlng co rrelation
of ar t i f act c lass and manufacturing t i me was ascertained.
Excep t f or i vory a d z e s. all the other artifacts requi-
r i ng hou rs t o manufacture were made of s tone I axes f
adzes , celts , gouges , rods . slate points , bayonets,
and spears , and one killer whale eftigy . Many artitacts
were p laced into the category ot minutes/hours I antler
gouges . lIiniature s late points , plummets, bone tore-
shafts . dagge r-e , bayonets , shea ths, harpoons , leister
points and some o t he r bo ne points , a s la te weaving tool .
s late knite , and one s tone wha le eftigy . Art i f a c t s which
co u ld be made in minu tes included beads , pendants ,
whistles , tubes . needles and awls, modified mammal
teeth , etc . Unworked artitacts were primarily aee Ie-
technic in nature . ranging f roll pebbles and concre-
tions to bird wing elements and skulls . No artitacts
wer e deemed to necessitate the expenditure of days in
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their manufacture. The value system for each category
is as listed in Part III (see page 42).
c) Function I
Technomic artifacts are those that relate directly
to the physical environment and include the followingl
hunting equipment (points, bayonets, daggers. spears,
rer-eanaree , and harpoons) , fishing equipment {Le Lat e r-
points) I skin- and hide-working implements (beamer-s ,
scrapers). sewing implements (needles and needle cases.
awls). woodworking implements (axes, adzes, gouges,
Chisels, beaver incisor ImpIement e ) , raw materials
(blanks), and fire-making sets ( iron pyrites and quartz
strikers) . Plummets, sometimes considered as net sinkers
(fishing equipment) or bo La balls (hunting equipment),
are here thought to have been worn as pendants due to
their small size and apparent placement in the graves
around the individual 's neck area. Therefore, along
with plummets . the sociotechnic artifact category will
include beads . pins, pendants , combs, amulets . natural
stones, musical instruments (whistles. tubes?) . and
various unworked bones (bird skull. bill . and wing
elements I mammal claws . teeth . etc .) .
d) Unfinished Artifacts I
All blanks along wi th artifacts in an obvious in-
complete state were considered to be unfinished and.
therefore. had a value of one (1) subtracted from the
total artifact score .
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2. Procedure.
The analysis involved the following steps . First.
the indivldual artitact sccr-ea were calculated using the
specified criteria (see Appendix D tor artifact descriptions
and individual scores) and the total scores for each burial
were then computed and ranked per locus (Table IV) and per
group in Locus 2 (Ta b l e VII!) . Although all artifacts from
all burials were given statuB eeer-ee , for the purpose of
analysis only those burials whIch were described as undis-
turbed by James Tuck: (1976a) will be studied. Due to the
small number of burials from both Loci 1 and 4 and the dif-
lerences in radiocarbon ages between the three loci . the
analysis of them as a un! t is not particularly useful relative
to the possible information gain which can be derived froll
such an union. The analysis . therefore . will be directed at
Locus 2 only . and will deal primarily with the possible
significance of the three separate burial groups forming
this locus .
The second step involyed the determination of the
parameters of my low . normal . and hi~h status designations.
Normal statuB was assumed to include values from one-half
of the mean ('7 • 50,cx) to one and a half times the mean
(1 + SO~) . Lo_ and high status involve values below and
above these normal values . respectively.
The data were then tabulated according to mean scores
per age and sex group for both Locus 2 as a whole and for
each of the three groups. The raw scores were also plotted
on frequency ~raphs (see Appendix B) .
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In order to determine whether there was any ata tis-
tical support for the observed distributions . Mann-Whi toey
U tests were performed. These tests "m.ay be used to test
whether two independent groups have been drawn from the same
population" (siegel 19561116). This test involves the ranking
of the scores of both groups {e s g •• subadults and adults) and
the calculation of the Bum of the ranks , which is then placed
in an appropriate formula to determine the value of the U
statistic . Using this U value, the probability of the ranking
being due to chance variation can be determined by reference
to given tables of probabilities . The null hypothesis in this
caae is that the ranking can be explained by random variation.
Accepting a level of significance of .05 , all tests which re-
sult in a probability of ,05 or less will constitute a rejec-
tion of the null hypothes~s (L e , , the probabili ties are that
the observed rankings are not due to chance variation alone) .
). Results .
For status scores , the parameters for the relative
designations are as follows I
status Score Parameters
Rank Range From To
Low less than X - 50:Cx 0 .0 40.6
Normal X ! 50:Cx 40 .7 122 .1
High more than X + 50~ 122 .2
X = 81.412
Table IV shows the raw scores ranked per locus. A
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Raw Scores I Ranked per Locus
Eur i a l Number Score Age Sex
Locus 11
1A 26 .2 Adul t P
18 0 .0 12 -18 years P
Locus 4,
1 22 .7 0-2 years
Locus 2.
)) m:~ 0- 2 years .)5A Adul t M
50A 169 .7 Adult p
42
1 62 . 6 1 2-1 8 years F 7
1)6 . ) 0-2 ye ars ?)2 127 .8 Adul t M
27 A 11 8 . 2 Young Adul t M
25 11 6 . 0 Adul t p 7
50B 1 09 . 2 Adult M
26 1 04 . 5 Newborn .
4, 94 .5 J uveni le 7
478
89 .2 Adult M
81. ) Adu l t M
28A 79 .1 Young Adu l t P
18B 74 .8 18 -21 y ea rs F)OC 72 .5 Old AduI t M
498 67 .9 0-2 years 7
14 4 7 . 9 Ol d Adu l t M
49 A 47 .) Adul t p
21 46 .2 Old Adul t P
10 45 .5 Old Adul t F
47A 4) .6 Adul t M
4) )2 .) 0-2 years 7
11 ) 1.8 0-2 ye ars 7
50C 29 . 0 0-2 yea rs 7
20 28 .0 Newborn 7)9 21.) 0 -2 ye ars ?
,~ 18 . 0 Ol d Adult P10 . 6 Newborn 7
8 0 .0 Adult M
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10.6 - 104 .5 47 .70
21,) - 2)8.2 79.54
162 .6 162 .60
94 .5 94 .50
74 .8 74 .80
79 .1 - 118.2 98.65
0 .0 - 199.2 98 .))
18.0 - ?a.ji ' 46 .02
10.6 - 2)8.2 79 .75
0 .0 - 199.2 82.52
Range Mean
0 .0 - 199 .2 88 .89
18 .0 - 169 .7 68 .66
116.0 116.00
0 .0 - 199 .2 88.89
18 .0 - 169.7 74.58
·The 18 -21 year age group is included under ADULTS.
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TABLE VI
Status Scores ot Adu l t s and SubaduLts s Locus 2
R kb d It sAd it 5u core Ran su a u core an
199 .2 29 2)8.2 )0
169 .7 28 162.6 27
127.8 25 1)6.) 26
118 .2 24 104.5 21
116 .0 2) 94 .5 20
109.2 22 67.9 14
89.2 19 )2.) 8
81 .) 18 )1.8 7
79 .1 17 29 .0 6
74 .8 16 28.0 5
72 .5 15 21.) 4
47 .9 1) 10 .6 2
47 .) 12






01 12 , 02 .. 18 , level of signil'icance '"' . 0 51 U .. 92
RESULT . probabili ty is greater than .10
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TABLE VII
Status Scores of Males and Femaies l Locus 2
Me e Sco re Rank Pemale Score Rank
199 .2 18 169.7 17
1 27. 8 16 116 .0 14
11 8. 2 15 79 .1 10
109.2 i) 74 .8 9
89.2 12 47 .) 6
81,) 11 46 .2 5
72 .5 8 45 .5 4
47 .9 7 18 .0 2
4) .6 )
0 .0 1 R1 = 67
R2 = 104
nl .. 8. n2 := 10 1 leve l o f significance'" . 0 51 U :::: )1
RESULT. probabili ty 1. greater than . 10
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cursory glance at Locus 2 enables the reader to see that
both age and sex 'Yariablee are distributed throughout the
rants. although it does appear that there are more aubaduLt
scores towards the lower end of the ecake , The mean scores .
however. are nearly equal for both subadults and adults and
for males and females (Table V) , and they all fit into the
nonaal status range . Although not providing a clear picture .
the frequency graph tor the age variables for Locus 2 8S •
whole (Appendix Bt page116) does demonstrate a tendency for
adult scores to be hit:her than subadult scores . Male and
female scores , according to the graph , seem to be randomly
distributed.
The probabl11 ty of the ranking being due to chance
is demonstrated by both Mann-Whitney U tests ('rabIes VI and
VII) . In both cases, the probability of chance being the
deter1lining factor is appreciably higher than . 1 0 1 therefore,
cultural patterning can be demonstrated .
Ditferences, howeYer, are apparent between the three
burial groups forming Locus 2 . Group A (consisting of six
undisturbed burials) shows a mean subadul t score nearly three
times as high as the mean adult score, and 8 mean female
score twice as high as the mean male score (Table IX). Al-
though these difterences are probably due to sample she ,
there is still the possibility that it reflects some differ-
ential burial treat.ent . In this instance. the ditferences
.ight be that the individuals using the Group A area of the
cemetery were composed of nOnllal status Bubidults and females
(although the female meen score is very low) and low status
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TABLE VIII
Raw Scores I Locus 2 - Group A, B. e.
Bur i a l Number Score Age Sex
Gr oup AI
) 162 .6 12-1 8 years F ?
14 47 . 9 Ol d Adult M
21 46.2 Old Adu l t F
10 45.5 Old Adult F
11 )1.8 0-2 years ?
8 0 .0 Adult M
Group B.
JJ 2)8.2 0-2 years
27A 118 .2 Young Adult M
25 116.0 Adult F ?
26 104 .5 Newborn ?
28A 79 .1 Young Adult F
18B 74 .8 18 -21 years F
Joe 72 .5 Old Adult M
20 28 .0 Newborn ?
Group C I
)5A 199 .2 Adult M
G~A 169 .7 Adult F1)6.) 0-2 years ?)2 127. 8 Adul t M
GOB 109 .2 Adult M
G
94.5 Juvenile ?
b 89 .2 Adult M81.) Adult M
49B 67 . 9 0-2 years ?
49A 47.) Adul t F
47A 4) .6 Adult M
4) ) 2 . ) 0-2 years ?
50e 29 .0 0-2 years ?)9 21.) 0-2 years ?
52 18 .0 Old Adult F
48 10 .6 Newborn ?
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Mean Sc ores per Age and Sex Group I
Locus 2 - Group A
Age Number Range Mean
0-2 ye ars )1.8 )1.80
12 -18 years 162 .6 162.60
Adult 0 .0 0.00
Ol d Adul t 45 .5 - 47.9 46 .5)
TOTAL SUBADULT )1 .8 - 162.6 97 .20
TOTAL ADULT 0.0 - 47 .9 )4 .90
Sex of Adults Number Range Mean
Male 0 .0 - 47 .9 2) .95
Fema le 45.5 - 46 .2 45 .85
s t atus Sc ores of Adul t s and Subaduits l Group A
" k
Sub d 1 t s
" kAd It Su core a n a u cor e an
47.9 5 162 .6 6





nt 21 n2 = 41 l e ve l of significance = .05 1 U "" J
RESULT I probabili ty e qua l s . 8 00
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Mean Scores per Age and Sex Group I
Locus 2 - Group B
Age Number Range Mean
Newborn 28 .0 - 104.5 66 .25
0-2 years 2)8.2 2)8.20
18-21 years 74.8 74 .80
Young Adult 79 .1 - 118.2 98.65
Adult 116 .0 116.00
old Adult 72 .5 72 .50
TOTAL SUBADULT 28.0 - 2)8 .2 12) .57
TOTAL ADULT" 72 .5 - 118.2 92 .12
Sex of Adul ts* Nuaber Range Mean
Male 72.5 - 118 .2 95.)5
Pemale 74.8 - 79.1 76.95
Pemale ? 116 .0 116.00
TOTAL kALE 72.5 - 118 .2 95 .)5
TOTAL FEMALE 74 .8 - 116.0 89 .97
*The 18-21 year age group is included under ADULTS.
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TABLE XII
status Scores of Adults and Subaduitsl Group B
Adult Score Rank Subadul t Score Rank
118.2 7 2)8.2 8
116.0 6 104.5 5
79.1 4 28.0 1
74.8 )
72.5 2 R1 • 14
R • 222
n1 ::II )1 "2 '" 5, level of significance'" .05. U '" ?
RESULT. probability equals 1.000
TABLE XIII
Status Scores of Males and Females I Group B
Ma e Score Rank Fema e Score Rank
118.2 5 116.0 4




n1 2'"2 '" ), level of significance = .05, u "" :3
RESULTI probability equals 2(.600) :: 1.200
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TABLE XIV
Mean Scores per Age and Sex Group I
Locus 2 - Group C
Age Number Range Mean
Newborn 10 .6 10.60
0-2 years 21.) - 1)6 .) 51 .)6
Juvenile 94 .5 94.50
Adul t 4) .6 - 199 .2 108 .41
Old Adult 18 . 0 18.00
TOTAL SUBADULT 10 .6 - 1)6 .) 55 .99
TOTAL .lDULT 18 .0 - 199 .2 98 .)1
Sex of Adu l t s Number Range Mean
Male 4).6 - 199.2 108 .38
Female 18 .0 - 169 .1 18.33
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Status Scores ot Adults and SubaduLta r Group C
Adul t Score Rank Subadul t Score Rank
199 .2 16 1)6.) 14
169 .7 15 94 .5 11
127 .8 1) 67 .9 8
109 .2 12 )2 .) 5
89.2 10 29 .0 4
81,) 9 21.) )
47 .) 7 10.6 1
4) .6 6
18 .0 2 R1 = 46
R2 • 90
"1 71"2 = 9 1 level ot significance = . 05 , U = 18
RESULT I probability is greater t han .10
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TABLE XV!
















n1 • J r "2 .. 6 , l evel ot significance" . 051 U :II: 6
RESULT, pr obab il I t y equals . 548
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adul ts and males . Due to the very small sample size I
nothing can be inferred from the frequency graphs for
Gro up A (Appendix B. page 117).
The Mann-Whitney U tests demonstrate that the
ranking Is probably due to chance variation (Table X). It
was not possible to perform the test on the sex crt ter-La
due to the sma ll sample size . Although this distribution
could not be tested statistically . it is supposed that the
observed d istribution is due to chance alone .
The Group :B burials included eight undisturbed in-
dividuals . Male and female mean scores were basically
equiva lent and bo th within the r an ge of normal a t atus , as
was the adult mean score (Table XI) . The subadul t mean
score , however . was approximately))" higher than the adult
eeen score , and just barely attained the high status range .
The t requency graphs (Appendix a , page 11 8 ) were based on
such small numbe rs t ha t re levant informa tion was not dis-
cove rable . As with the Group A r-eeu I ee , the possibility
exists that SOll8 form ot difterential t reatment was pe rformed
here also . Sample size , ho"eTer , is assumed to be the main
tac to r creating t h i s p i cture .
Bo t h Mann- Whl t n ey U tests (Tables XII an d Xln)
demonstrate , in this instance also , that the observed dif-
ferences are probably due to chance variation only.
The Group C sample was much larger {n = 16) and it
may provide some va lid r e sults. Althou gh the mean adult
score was nearly twice the mean subadul t score and the mean
male score 37. larger than the mean female score (Table XIV) .
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all tour mean scores tit into the normal status range. As
wi th Loeus 2 as a whole, the frequency graph tor the age
criteria shows a peak tor adult scores at a higher status
point than the peak tor suhadult scores (Appendix B, page
119). Al though not very clear , a tendency tor male scores
to be hi~her than teraale scores Is also shown by the graphs .
As with all the previous Mann-fih! tney U tests . those
performed on Group C data also demonstrate that the observed
ranking can be explained by chance variation alone (Tables
XV and XVI) .
4. Summary.
The analysis ot status values was ai.ed at the
discovery of relationships between the quantity and quaIl ty
ot artifacts and the sex and age at the deceased. For the
Locus 2 population as a whole , it was discovered that the
mean scores were equal for both sex and both age variables .
Minute differences were discovered in eean values for the
three burial groups in Locus 2 . Most age and sex groups fell
within the normal status range, with two exceptions . Group
A. according to mean scores . included low status adults and
males. while Group B had high status subadults . These dif-
ferences cannot. however . be statistically validated . as the
Mann-Whi tney U tests demonstrated.
The frequency graphs seemed to show tha t adul ts
peaked at a higher score than subadul ts in both Group C and
Locus 2 generally . This may be interpreted as meaning that
the occurrence ot a few high status subadult values distorted
the picture presented by the mean scores .
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The problems raised by this analysis could be the
result of the methodology used. sample size, or the fact that
differentiation may be partly due to variables which the
analysis does not take into account such as achievement and/or
ascription .
Percentage Technomic Artifact Analysis
1. Bee kground •
The Percentage Technomlc Artifact analysis WBS per-
formed BS an attempt to determine the tollowing two things.
First . it provides the archaeologist wi th an index of the
re l ative impo rtance of technomic versus soclo technic tasks
in the society , or , at t he least . an index of the importance
of cecnnoenc artifacts in t he total burial par-epbenaLfa ,
Secondly, and of greater importance, it may provide another
basis for determining status . If consistent relationships
can be demonstrated be tween the pe rcentage of technomic arti-
facts and the age and/or sex of the deceased individuals . it
lIlay be possible that by determining such percentages we will
be able to predict the age and/or sex of the deceased . In this
instance . it would serve as a formula for predicting the age
and sex of individua ls f rom burials where no ske letal remains
have been preserved .
The pe rcentage technolllic artifact values were deter-
mined by dividing the total technomic artifact score for each
burial by the to ta l artifact scor-e for the same bur1al. As
wi th the Rank Orde r Analysis t the percentage scores were then
tabulated and ranked per locus (Table XVIII) and per group in
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Locus 2 ( Tab le XXII ). A similar procedure of calculating
means, plotting the data on frequency graphs, and performing
Mann- Wh i t ney U testa was carried out.
Since it was felt to be difficult to talk about
percentage scores for burials wi th no artifacts, Burial 8
had to be eliminated from the sample of undisturbed burials
froll Locus 2.
2. Results.
For the percentage technomic artifact scores, the
parameters for the relative designations are as follows I
TABLE XVII
Percentage Technomic Artifact Score Parameters
Rank Range Prom To
Low less than X ~ 50,cx 0.0 17.4
Normal x: !. 50,cx 17.5 52.5
High than x: + 50,cx 52.6
x = )5.008
Table XVIII shows that for Locus 2 a s a whole. although
the percentage scores include males. females. adul ta. and sub-
adul ts at both the high and low ends of the ecaLe I there ap-
pears to be a concentration of 8ubadult scores towards the
lower end. This tact is also borne out by the frequency g r aphs
for subadult and adult percentages (Appendix B, page 120). It
is also possible to interpret the frequency graphs for sex as
providing a picture, though not very clear, of higher 1II.8le to
female percentage scores. The me an scores ( Ta b l e XIX), however,
show nearly equivalent scores for both sex and both age groups.
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TABLE XVIII
Percentage Technomic Artifacts I Ranked per Locus
Burial Number Percentage Age Sex
Locus 1 1
1A 0 .0 Adult F
Locus 4.
1 Jo .B 0-2 years
Locus 2 ,
26 B6.1 Newborn ?
52 BJ .J Old Adu l t F
47B 79.9 Adul t M
45 75 .1 Juven i l e ?
J 6J .J 12 -18 years F ?
JJ 56 .9 0-2 years ?
2BA 55 .6 Young Adu l t F
47A 4B.2 Adult M
J9 46 .9 0-2 years ?
J4 45 .1 Adult M
Joe 40 .J Old .idu l t M
49A JB.l Adu l t F
27A )6 .5 Young .idu l t M
J2 J5 .2 Adu l t M
4J J4 .1 0-2 years ?
J5A )J .l Adul t M
50A J1,2 Adult F
21 Jl,O Old .idu l t F14 ~U Old .idul t MlBB 18 -21 years F
42 lJ.9 0-2 years ?
25 lJ .B Adult F ?
SOB 10 . 1 Adult M
49B B.B 0-2 years ?
10 6 .6 Old .idu l t F
11 0 .0 0-2 ye ars ?20 0 .0 Newborn ?4B 0 .0 Newborn
SOC 0 .0 0-2 yea rs
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TABLl! XIX
Percentage Techno.ie Artifacts per Age
and Sex Group I Locus 2
AfT,e Nuaber Range
Newborn 0.0 - B6. t
0-2 years 0.0 - 56 .9
12-18 years 6) .)
Ju veni le 75 .1
lB -21 years 21.4
Young Adul t )6 .5 - 55 .6
Adult 10. 1
- 79.9
Ol d Adul t 6.6 - B) .)
TOTAL SUBADULT 12 0.0 - B6.1
TOTAL ADULT" 17 6 .6 - B) .)
Sex ot Adul ts* Number Range
Nale 10 .1 - 79 .9
Female 6 .6 - B) .)
Female i s.s
TOTAL MALl! 10 .1
-
79 .9


















*The 18-21 year age group is included under ADULTS.
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TABLE XX
Percentage Techno_ie Artifact Scores
o f Adults and Subadul ts I Locus 2
Adu l t Percenta£8 Rank Subadul t Percen ta£e Rank
8) .) 28 86 .1 29
79 .9 27 75 .1 26
55 .6 2) 6) .) 25
48 .2 22 56.9 24
45.1 20 46.9 21
40. ) 19 ) 4.1 15
)8 . 1 18 1 ) . 9 9
)6 .5 17 8.8 6
)5 .2 16 0 .0 2.5
)).1 14 0 .0 2 .5
) 1.2 1) 0 .0 2.5
)1.0 12 0 .0 2.5
21.5 11
21.4 10 Rl = 165
1) .8 8
10 . 1 7
6 .6 5
R2 • 27
"1 .. 12 , "2 = 171 level of significance z . 051 U = 87
RESULT . probability Is gr eater than .t o
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TABLE XXI
Percentage Technomic Artifaet Scores
of Males and Females I Locus 2
~ale Per-cen taze e Rank Pemale Per-cent.aze s
79.9 16 8) .)
48.2 14 55 .6
45.1 1) )8.1
40.) 12 )1.2
)6 .5 10 )1.0
)5 .2 21.4









"1 8 1"2 ~ 91 level of significance >= .051 U = 28
RESULTS , probability is greater than . 1 0
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and all tit into the range ot normal values.
Thess differences. however. are shown to be insig-
nificant by the Mann-WhItney U tests (Tables XX and XXI).
Whether the differences are due to chance variation or clouded
by ractors which this analysis does not take into account is
not certain at the moment.
Since Group J. consists of only tiTS individuals . the
results have to be considered very speculative. All four age
and sex mean scores fall wi thin the range of normal values,
al though all except the mean eubadu Lt percentage are on the
low value borderline (Table XXIII). Due to the sample she .
the frequency graphs (Appendix B. page 121) are uninterpre-
table . The Mann-Whitney U test on age (Table XXIV) clearly
demonstrated the probability of chance variation 8S being the
only required factor. The same test however could not be per-
formed on the sex criteria because the sample size was too
8mall. The interpretation advanced in this case . as was done
earlier . is that all possible rankings when the sample size
is so low can be due to chance variation alone.
Sianar results were obtained froll the Group B data.
411 mean scores fell wi thin the range of normal values. although
the aean 8ubadult percentage was c Ie ee to the high status
range (Table XXV). Al s o . all Group B scores were 53" to 79"
higher than their corresponding Group 4 scores . This could
possibly imply greater importance in technomic activities among
Group B individuals than among Group A individuals.
As wi th Group A. the trequency graphs (Appendix B.
page 122) tail to show any patterning. with the exception that
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TABLE XXII
Percentage Technomic Artifacts .
Locus 2 - Group AI B t C.
Buri a l Number Perc enta ge Age Sex
Group AI
) 6) .) 12-18 years F ?
21 )1.0 Old Adult F
14 21.5 Old Adult •10 6 .6 Old Adu l t P
11 0 .0 0-2 years ?
Group B.
26 86 .1 Newborn
JJ 56 .9 0-2 years
28A 55 .6 Young Adult P)OC 40 .) Old Adult M
21A ~U Young Adul t M18B 18 -21 years r
25 1) .8 Adu l t p ?
20 0 .0 Newborn ?
Group C,
~~B ~§ :~ Old Adul t PAdul t M
45 15 .1 Juvenile ?
41 A 48 .2 Adul t M)9 46.9 0-2 yea rs ?Z~A 45.1 Adul t M)8 . 1 Adul t P
Z~ ~~ :~ Adul t M0-2 y.ars ?)5 A )) .1 Adu l t M
50A )1 .2 Adul t p
42 1) .9 0-2 years ?
50B 10.1 Adul t M
49B 8 .8 0-2 year s ?
48 0.0 Newborn ?
50C 0 . 0 0-2 years ?
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TABLE XXIII
Percentage Technomic Artitac te per Age




Ol d Adu l t 6.6 - )1.0
TOT.lL SUBADULT 0 .0 - 6).)
TOT.lL ADULT 6 .6 - 31.0
Sex of .idu l ts Number Range
Male 21.5











Percentage TechnoDlic Artifact Scores of Adu l t s
and Suhadul ts I Group J.






nt • 2 1 nZ • )1 level o f significance· .05 1 U '"' J
RESULT, probability equals 2(.600) = 1.200
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TABLE XXV
Percentage Technomic Artifacts per Age
and Sex Group I Locus 2 - Group B
Age Number Range Mean
Newborn 0 .0 - 86.1 4) .05
0-2 years 56 .9 56.90
18-21 years 21.4 21 .40
Young Adult )6.5 - 55.6 46 .05
Adult 1).8 1).80
Old Adult 40.) 40.)0
TOTAL SUBADULT 0 .0 - 86.1 47.67
TOTAL ADULT" 1) .8 - 55 .6 )).52
Sex of Adul ts* Number Range Mean
Male )6 .5 - 40 .) )8 .40
Female 21 .4 - 55 .6 )8 .50
Pemale 1).8 1).80
TOTAL MALE )6.5 - 40 .) )8.40
TOTAL FEMALE 1).8 - 55.6 )0 .27
"'The 18-21 year age group 1s included under ADULTS .
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TABLE XXVI
Percentage Technomic Artifact Scores of Adults
and Subaduitsl Group B
Adul t Per-cerrtaee Rank Subadul t Per-cent.aee Rank
55 .6 6 86 .1 8
40 .) 5 56 .9 ?
)6.5 4 0 .0 1
21 .4 )
1) .8 2 R1 = 16
R2 • 20
"1 • 31 "2 "" Sf level ot significance" .05 1 U • .5
RESULT. probability equals .572
TABLE XXVII
Percentage Technomic Ar tif ac t Scores of Males
and Pemales I Group B










"1 :II: 21 "2 • 3 1 level ot significance = . OS I U = 2
RESULTS, probability equals . 8 00
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TABLE XXVIII
Percentage Technomic Artifacts per Age
and Sex Groupt Locus 2 - Group C
Age Number Range
Newborn 0.0
0-2 years 0 .0 - 46 .9
Juvenile 75 .1
Adult 10 .1 - 79 .9
Old Adult 8).)
TOTAL SUBADULT 0 .0 - 75 .1
TOTAL ADULT 10.1 - 8) .)


















Percentage Technomic Artifact Scores ot Adults
and Subadultsl Group C
Adul t Per'cerrtaee Rank Subadu lt pereen eaee Rank
B) .) 16 75 .1 14
79 .9 15 46 .9 12
4B.2 1) )4.1 B
45 .1 11 1).9 5
)B.l 10 B.B )
)5 .2 9 0 .0 1 .5
)) .1 7 0 .0 1 .5
)1,2 6
10 .1 4 R1 • 45
R2 = 91
"1 ... ? "2· 9 , l e ve l of significance'" .05. U '" 17
RESULT . probabili ty Is greater than . 10
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TABLE XXX
Percentage Technomic Artifact Scores of Males
and Peaales I Group C
..ale Per-cerrtaee Rank Pell.ale Percenta.:e Rank
79 .9 8 8) .) 9
48 .2 7 )8 .1 5
45 .1 6 )1,2 2
)5 .2 4
)) .1 ) R1 • 16
10.1 1
R2 • 29
"1 • )1 "2· 6 1 l e ve l ot significance K . 0 5 1 U • 8
RESULT . probability equals . 9 04
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subadul t values seem to encoerpaea both the high and low
ends of the distribution while adult values are evenly
distributed between these polar extremes. The Mann-Whitney
U tests (Tables XXVI and XXVII) demonstrate that all ob-
servable differences can be due to chance varia ticn alone .
Al though all mean values 1n Group C fall wi thin the
normal range of values (Table XXVIII) I a major difference
In mean values is observable. Instead of the mean subadul t
value being higher. the appoal te case is shown. The mean
Bubadult value is only about one-half of the adult value
which is nearly equal for both sexes. The frequency graphs
(Appendix B, page 12) also support this viewpoint - the
subadul t values peak 1n the 0-10" range while the adult
values peak in the )0-50" range. Although the mean scores
and frequency distributions seem to provide evidence of
differentiation. the Mann-Whitney U tests (Tables XXIX and
XXX) still show that the variation could have been due to
chance alone .
). Summary.
The importance of technomic artifacts among the total
burial artifact inventory has been shown to be approximately
)5" . while the other 65" were sociotechnic artifacts . No
consistent relationships between age and/or sex and percen-
tage of technomic artifacts could be demonstrated. and all
the variability could have been due to chance variation
alone. Though not statistically significant. a few differences
deserve mention . There appeared to be a tendency for subadult
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percentages to cluster at the lower end of the ranking for
Loeua 2 as a whole. Groups A and B demonstrated a higher
mean subadul t score than mean adult score t while the reverse
was shown for Group C. All the mean scores were higher in
Group B than in Group A, and, while the mean adult score of
Group C WBS higher than the mean adult scores for both
Groups J. and B, the mean subaduk t ecc r-e WBS at its lowest
in Group C. This increasing importance of technomIe artifacts
for adults from Group A to B to C, and for subadul ta from
Group C to A to B, may possibly reflect acme form of dif-
ferentiation - possibly the existence of what Tuck (197681
94) calls "several coeval social groups".
Artifact Distributions
1. Background.
Since statistical tests of both status values and
percentage technomic artifact values failed to demonstrate
any intergroup differentiation, it was decided to test
whether certain artifact classes were characteristic of
each group. In order to do this, certain artifact classes
were abstracted from the raw data and their distributions
per number of graves per group were tested for chance
variation using the previously described Xolmogorov-Smirnov
one-sample goodness of fit test. In each case, the observed
distribution is tested against the null hypothesis that the
variation is random. The accepted level of significance was
.05. Therefore, all observed probabilities of .05 or less
will be considered to constitute a rejection of the null
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hypothesis (i.e • • the variation will be seen as due to
cultural patterning) .
The sample will consist of all burials with artiracts •
• i th the provision that burials containing more than one in-
dividual and where the provenience of the artifacts is unknown
will be counted as one unit only (for exempIe , Burials J7A to
K "ill be considered as one burial un! t because It is not
known to which one or ones the artifacts belong to ). Distur-
bance will not be considered to be a limiting factor. since
what is in question is intergroup distribution of artifacts.
The resulting sample includes 15 burials for Group A. 2) for
Group B, and 27 tor Group c.
2. Results.
The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are pre-
sented In Appendix C and summarhed below. Only one artifact
class met the acceptable level of significance - the distri-
bution of great auk bills. Eight of the nine bu r-LeLe wi th
great auk bills were located in Group C. Three of the other
ten tests were significant to the . 1 5 level - these were the
distributions of gull bones . teal bones . and otter bones .
These three were most frequently found In Group J.. burials -
the last two occuring only In Group J.. but in so few burials
to Ilake the test insignificant.
J.. number of other species had unique wrial distri-
butions. Tern and whimbrel or Eskimo curlew remains were
found in one burial each in Group J... Snowy owl. puffin , and
sheanrater remains were found in one burial each in Group B.
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Group C included murre bones which occurred in two burials.
and single burial occurrences of guillemot. Hudsonian god-
wit, ptarmigan, and moose remains. All of these. however.
in too low nuaber-e to be statistically significant.
Even without statistieal validation. it appears from
these distributions that there are meaningful differences in
artifac t type be tween the three burial groups in Locus 2 -
II further point in the possible interpretation of these three
clusters as signifying the existence of three different
"family plots" or other form of sociocultural differentia-
tion.
D. ADDITIONAL DATA
Two individuals, James Tuck (19768) and Nan Askin
Rothschild (1975), had previously dealt with status at the
Port au Cholx s1 te ,
ruck (1976aI90-91) performed a series of chi-square
computations to determine if certain artifact types were
randomly distributed by sex. The results are summarhed in
Table XXXI. Males more than fe.ales were Invc Leed in hunting
and fishing, woodworking, and the manufacture Bf implements
other than sewing tools. females, on the other hand, did the
skin- and hide-working, the sewing, and the manufacture of
sewing implements. and possibly also woodworking since heavy
woodworking tools occurred primarily in female graves. Tuck
(ibid •• 91). however. argues that these woodworking tools l'Aay
haYe belonged to the male mourners and therefore do not re-
flect the occupational status of the wOlllen. These reBul ts
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TABLE XXXI
D1...1810n of Labour Among A.dults·
Artifact Class
s la te spears and
bayone ts I daggers .
foreshatts . bone
points
needles and othe r
skinworking t oo ls
gouges . axee ,














more o f t e n
wI t h males
more o t t e n
wi th :t'emales
more often













- The data tor this table were derived from Tuck (197681
90 -91) •
. ... . . •pe rhaps the practice ot ma l e re lative s contributing
their own property t o the mortuary offerings is respon-
sible tor this anomalous distribution.- (Tuck 1976a191)
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reflect the expected occupational dil!ltribution in a hunting
and gathering ecc Ie ty s males being preoccupied with
sUbsistence-related tasks, while females being preoccupied
with the .anufacture of clothing and sewing implements . It
can also be assumed that they did the cooking and cared
tor the child ren and the camp since their occupations are
mainly on-site tasks.
Chi-square tests were also performed by Rothschild
(1915) who discovered the following distributions I adults
had a high percentage of the projectile points . awls, and
needles represented in the cemetery (ibid. 196). while the
8wls were mostly found with the females (ibid.,99). She adds
that fo r the prehistoric societies of eastern North Ame r i c a
as a whole "era Lea and adults have more task-related or
technollic artifacts than females and children, although
there are fewer sex-based differences than age-based ones-
(ibid .110l) , and, further, that the Port au Choix site
-is an unusual one in terms •• • of the distribution of grave
goods, which demonstrate fewer age and sex differences than
1II0st sites analyzed- (ibid.-100-10l) .
Prom these two individuals ' eneIyeea , it becomes
apparent that the sexual division of labour can be deter-
mined for the Port au Choix population, and that , although
there are no differences frOIll the status value perspective ,
there are differences from the perspective of the kinds of




The analyses provided some insight t though lim! ted.
into the status structure of the society which buried its
dead at the Port au Choix site some 4000 years ago . It has
been proposed that no cultural preferences existed as to
whom could be buried at the s1 te , All segments of the popu-
lation were represented and I by reversing Arthur Saxe' 8
detln! t Icn , it can be postulated that Port au Choix served
as an "'egalitarian status cemetery" , In other words, an
egali t a r i an structure is being proposed for the Port au
Choix society. As expected in a hunting and gathering so-
ciety. there appears to be evidence of e high infant morta-
lity rate (over )0" of the Locus 2 burials were of indivi-
duals less than two years old).
Most of the burial attributes (e .g • • orientation)
were shown to be randomly distributed . The only statistically
significant relationships were that all adults were flexed
and that subadul t skeletons were preferentially buried heading
ei ther east or west . Al though not eta tistically valida ted ,
there appeared to be a tendency for adul ts and females to
be buried fac ing north.
Por both the RMk Order Analysis and the Percentage
Technomic Artifact Analysis . all observed differences could
have been due to chance variation alone. No relationship
could be shown to be significant at the . 0 5 level according
to the results ot the Mann-Whitney U tests. However, eeee
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specula tiona can be advanced trom an analysis of the mean
scores and frequency graphs. There seems to be a concentra-
tion of subadul t status scores l'lnd percentage technomic
artifact values at the lower ends of both distributions,
and the frequency graphs also show adult scorss 'Peaking at
a higher level than eubadu I t scores . This leads one to
hypothesize a structure whereby adults enjoy greater statuB
and technomic functions than eubaduk t e , Although sexual
differences are not 8S apparent. males seem to be buried
wi th more task-related or techno.ie artifacts than fe ••Les ,
Speculations may also be proposed regarding inter-
grou,p differentiation. Group A burials demonstrated a higher
mean status score and a higher percentage of technomlc
artifacts :tor subadults than :tor adults . A ai.ilar picture
can be seen :tor Group B burials, although in this case all
the values are appreciably higher. Group C individuals, how-
ever , demonstrate a reversal of this pattern. Among these,
adul ts have higher mean status scores and technomic artifact
percentages than sUbadults. Also, the Group C values are
higher than both the Group A and Group B values. Al though
not statistically significant and possibly only due to
sample she, these results could signify the existence of
three separate -family plots- at the Port au Choix site .
In order to further test the possible existence of
segmentation within the cemetery (i .e . , 'flUl.ily plots ') , the
distribution of a number of artifact classes between the
three Locus 2 groups WBS tested by the use of the Kolmogorov-
SllIirnov test. Only the preferential inclusion of greet auk
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bills with Group C individuals was shown to be statistically
significant. Gull remains, however. had a tendency to be
buried with Group A individuals. A number of other species
demonstrated distributions which may be meaningf'ul. but
due to sample size could not be validated by statistics.
These species .ere distributed uniquely within one group
of burials. and execpt for teal. otter, and murre elements
(which occurred in two burials each), all the remainder
occurred only in one burial each. The species unique to
Group A included teal, otter. tern, and whi.brel or Eskimo
curle•• Group B had snowy owl. purfin, and shearwater re-
presented, while murre, guillemot. Hudsonian godw! e , ptar-
migan, and eee ee were only found .i th Group C individuals.
The evidence of artifact distribution combined with
the speculative results from the Rank Order and Technomic
Artifact analyses. though not proving anything, is substantial
enough to lead the author to hypothesize that the three burial
groups comprising Locus 2 do in fact represent some form of
segmentation. This forJI. of segmentation was probably internal
(i.e., family segments within a band organization), although
the possibility of the segmentation being on a higher level
(e.g •• clan or band) cannot be ruled out.
This leads us to ponder the five questions 'Posed in
the Introduction. The following answers are therefore pro-
posed I
1. Status distinctions are detectable in the archaeological
record. Al though no strong relationshi'Ps could be shown
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between status and age or sex variables, differences of
a large ma,;nitude were observed bwtween individual burial
eeceee , These seem to be partially related to age and sex ,
although other factors may have been affecting the s c o r es
( e .g., achievement and/or ascription ) .
2 . The artifacts buried with the deceased individuals re-
flect both the status of the deceased and of the mourners.
Al t ho ug h James A. Tuck (19768190-91) cou ld no t statistic-
ally validate his division of labour analysis due to
small suple e Lae , it tended t o show male- and female-
specific arti1'act classes . Howeve r, at the S8me time .
t he r e were many 1181e- and female -specific a rtifacts in-
t e r r e d with each individual. I t t herefore a ppe a r s that
part o f the grave goods were buried along with the indi-
yidual to indicate his position in life . while others
were probably artifacts be longing to the mourners which
were i nc l uded as 'tokens of friendship '.
) . It Is also being pr opos e d that t he r e were status dis-
tinetions beyond the age-sex criterion. The range of
va lues wi t h i n a particular age-sex group was probably
not due s c Le Ly to r an domne s s. but probably reflected
the effects of other status eri teria on the individua l.
4 . These o ther status criteria a re believed to have inc luded
both a c h ie ve. en t and ascription. The achieve.ent criteria
would reflect the r e l at i ve positions he l d in l i f e wi th
respect to the subs istence sphere primarily . Above-average
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hunters I for example, would probably have been accorded
above-average status. The hypothesized ascribed status
needs further clarification. By this term, I am referring
to infants and children of thigh' status parents or
families being accorded status treatment in death beyond
the expected. However . this does not mean that the dif-
ference in status was apparent in life or that it would
continue into adulthood . Rather . the ascription reflects
the mourners' respect for the deceased I s parents or
family . Also, if the high status parent were to lose
his standing, then his children would also lose their
standing. To conclude, then . ascription is perceived as
being non-permanent and only comes into focus with the
ill.!!:! of young children of high status adults.
5. The kinds of information derivable from status analyses
should be numerous (see Bendann 19)0). For the Port
Choix cemetery, however . only a few conclusions are
worthy of mention. First, it does appear that the so-
ciety was egalitarian in nature. and that the subsistence-
settlement system was pr?bably something like Beardsley
!.! .!,!"s (1956) central-based wandering type. The second
point is that the differences in status scores and the
technomic artifact percentages per burial cluster in Locus
2 probably reflect some form of sociopolitical segmenta-
tion. This may be on the family , clan, or band Leve L, It
has been proposed by the author that the distinctions are
due to family affiliation.
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One question remains to be answered a Why did the
analysis taU to demonstrate the existence of an y significant
amount of differentiation amon g the Port au Cho ix people?
The reason could be 8 result of either, or a combination of
any, ot the tour explanations proposed below.
Pirst . the possibili t y exists that there W8S in fact
little differentiation in the society. Nan Askin Rothschild
(1975 1100- 1 01 ) found the Port au Choix site to be Wan unusual
one in terms ••• ot the distribution of gr a ve goods, which de-
monstrate fewer age and sex differences than most a1 tea ana-
lyzed-. This, however , does not eliminate the importance of
differentiation . Pi"'erre van den Berghe ( 19 73 ) has stressed
the importance of a ge Win all societies·. but "the relative
importance ot age co mpared to other aspects of soc ial ditter-
entiaticn ••• is inversely related to the total degree of
ditrerentiation in a g i ve n society" ( i bid . I? 5) .
This leads to the second possible explanation. In
this case, the lack or significant differentiation observed
reflects the fact that the variables that the a nalyses were
capable of handling were not the major variables operating
in the society wi th regard to differentiation. These vari-
abke s , or unknown factors, probably included achievement
and/or ascription. The results of these unknown factors
was the blurring of the observed picture . Support for the
idea of some amount of ascription comes from the observation
that eeee very young individuals demonstrated both high
status scores and a h igh percentage of technomic artifacts.
The third reason could be inadequacies in the ee-
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thodolo~. The arbitrariness of the qualification of the
data may hay. resulted in an innacurate portrayal of the
social structure of the population. Alterations to the
methodology based upon ethnographic analogy could possibly
significantly affect the results. The methodology could be
made to match more closely the artifact-value structure of
some Eastern Algonquian society or societies.
The final explanation. and one which the author
believes is definitely involved . is the small aample size.
Many of the tests could not be statistically validated
simply on the basis of the sample size.
To remedy the situation .111 require either in-
creasing the sample size or adapting the methodology to
pr-cvfde an analysis of factors such 8S achievement and
ascription or both. Further work at the Port au Choix 8i te
and in Newroundland generally may lead to a lerger sample.
The methodology could also be tested on a site where status
differentiation has been statistically demonstrated to
exist.
As • last note, the similari ties between the Port au
Choix burials and those of the Micilac. Maleci te, and Montag-
nais tribes of Eastern Canada as described by !father Pi"erre
Biard in A.D. 1616 deserve attention . Biard wrote • • •
-They bury their dead in this manner. !first
they swathe the body and tie it up in skinsl
not lengthwise. but with the knees against
the stollach and the head on the knees , as we
are in our mother 's womb. Afterwards they put
it in the «rave . which has been made very
deep, not upon the back or lying down 8S we
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do, but sitting. A posture which they lite
very much, and which among them signifies
reverence. For the children and the youths
seat themselves thus in the presence of their
1'athers and of the old , whom they respect •• •
When the body is placed. as it does not come
up even with the ground on account of the
depth 01' the grave, they arch the grave over
wi th sticka , so that the earth will not fall
back into it , and thus they cover up the
tomb ••• If it is some illustrious personage
they build a Pyramid or monument 01' inter-
lacing pc Ie s r as eager in that for glory as
we are in our marble and porphyry . If it is
a man, they place there as a sign and emblem ,
his bow . arrows , and shieldl if a woman ,
spoons . matachias . or jewels, ornaments . etc .
I have nearly forgotten the most beaut11'ul
part of all I it is that they bury wi th the
dead man all that he owns, such as his bag.
his arrows, his skins and all his other ar-
ticles and baggage , even his dogs if they
have not been eaten. Moreover . the survivors
add to theee a number of other such o1'ferings ,
as tokens of friendship ••• • (in Bushnell
1920.12-1)
Except for the position of the body (sitting) and the
wooden arch over the grave , the remainder of the des-
cription closely resembles what appears to have happened
at the Port au Choix cemetery . Whether this represents
anything in the line of cultural ancestry is uncertain,
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APPENDI X A
RESULTS OP KOLMOGOROV-S MIRNOV TESTS
ON BURI AL ATTRI BUTES
The Kolmogorov-Srnirnov one-sample test for goodne s s
of fit involves the comparison of the expected cumulative
frequency (Fa) with the ob served cumulative frequency (SI )'
The maximum difference ( 0) is then calculated . and, using
the appropriate table of value s ( Si ege l 195 6 ). the probab i-
11 t y of the difference s being due to chance i s determined.
The hypotheses to be tested are I
Ha l the variation is due to chance ( i . e . , randomne ss ),
Hi I the variation is not due to chance (Le •• non-
randomness or pa t ter-n Ing } ,
The level of sign ificance will be set at ,0 5 meaning
that . if the test reveals a probability of . 05 or less. the
nu ll hypothesis 'Ho) will be re jected . Howe ve r , if the pro-
bability is g r e a t e r than . 05. there is no basis for re jecting
Ho '
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Test #1. Male and Direction Facing.
North South East West
5 3 3
Fo(X) 1/4 2/4 )/4 4/4
~)(X) 5/13 7/1) 10/1) 1)/1)
Diffe r ence .1 35 . O) B . 01 9
N=I) ID = . 1 ) 5 1 Probability greater than . 20
Tes t #21 Pemale and Direction Pac kng ,
North South East West
7
Fo(X) 1/4 2/4 3/4 4/4
SI2(X) 7/12 9/12 11/12 12/12
Diffe rence .3 ) 3 . 250 . 167
N = 12 1 0 = . J ) ). Probability greater than . 10 and
less than . 15
~I Subadu l t s and Direction Facing
North South EAst Wes t
3 )
Fo(X) 1/4 2/4 3/4 4/4
SB(X) )/8 6/B 7/B B/8
Di ffe r ence . 1 25 . 250 . 1 25
N ::: 8 1 D '" . 250 , Probability gr ea ter t han . 20
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Test 1f41 Adults and Di r e c tion Pee Lng ,
North South East West
12 3 6
Po (X l 1/4 2/4 3/ 4 4/4
S2 5 (X ) 12/25 15/25 21/25 25/25
Difference . 230 . 1 00 . 090
N = 251 D = . 2) 0 1 Probability g r e a t e r than .10 and
less than . 1 5
~I Male and Direction Heading .
North South East West
4 4 4
Fo(X) 1/4 2/4 3/ 4 4/4
S14 (X) 4/14 8/14 12/14 14/14
Difference . 036 . 071 . 1 07
N = 14, D = . 10 7 1 Probabil ity gr ea t e r than .20
Test 116 . Female and Direct ion Head ing.
North South East West
4 3
Po (X) 1/4 2/4 3/ 4 4/4
s,.3 (X ) 4/1) 6/1 ) 10/1) 13/1 )
Difference . 058 . 0 ) 8 .019
N = I) , D = . 058, Probability gr e a t e r than . 20
- 11) -
~I Subadults and Direction Heading .
North South East West
) 7 12
F (X) 1/4 2/4 )/4 4/4
0
S2)(X) )/2) 4/2) 11/2) 2)/2)
Difference .120 . ) 26 . 272
N = 2), D = • )26 , Probabili ty l e s s t han .05
Test f8. Adults and Direction Heading .
North South East West
5
Fo(X) 1/4 2/4 )/4 4/ 4
S27(X) 8/27 14/27 22/27 27/27
Difference . 046 . 018 .065
N = 27 1 D = . 06 5 1 Probability greater than . 20





Differ ence .1 52
N = 2) , D = .1 521 Probabili ty greater th an .20
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The following eight pages demonstrate graphically
the distribution of status and percentage technomic artifact
scores per age and sex group. In each instance . the vertical
dimension represents number 01" occurences or frequency,
while the horizontal dimension represents the various scores.
In this section , the tollowing abbreviations are used I
ROA I Rank Order Analysis I
"Til I Percentage Technomic Artifact Analysis.
For the "Til scores, two seta of graphs were plotted.
The first set was based on units of five (5) percentage points .









ROA SCORESI LOCUS 2
x xo
7 8 'j 10 11 12 1) 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20+
ROA Sco res (tens)
KEY, x = subadults(12}; 0 = adults(18)
x xo x
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1J 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
ROA Scores (tens)
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ROA SCORES I LOCUS 2 - GROUP A
7 0 2
ROA Scores ( t en s )
KEY I x = subadults (Z)j 0 = adults (4 )
ROA Scores ( t e ns )
KEY, x = aares l z ) I 0 = females(Z )
o 1 2 )
2 J
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ROA SCORES I LOCUS 2 - GROUP B
#
7 B '? 10 11 12 1) 14 1 5 i e 17 1d 19 20+
ROA Scores ( t en s )




RCA Scores ( t en s )







ROA. SCORESI LOCUS 2 - GROUP C
7 2 J
ROA. Scores (tens)
KEYI X "" subadults(7)J 0 = adu lts(9)
7 0 2 J
RQA Scores (tens)
KEY , x = males(6}, 0 = fema les()
20
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o 5 0 5 20 25 30 35 0 5 0
"TA.A Scores




o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
"Til Scores






lox x x ox x xo ox 1 0 xo
3005007
"TAA Scores
KEY . x = subadults (12),
o = adults (1? )
"rAA Scores
KEYI x = males (9 ) I
o ... females ( 8 )
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" Til SCORESI LOCUS 2 - GROUP A
1 x 0
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
"Til Scores
KEYI subadults(2)r 0 = adults(J)
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
,eTAA Scores




o 20 30 0 50 0 70 0 0
f,TAA Scores
KEY. x ::: subadults (2)r
o .. adults(J )
x 0
<TAA Scores
KEYI ~ : ~:;:!~~ lb
'I321 x 0
o 5 1 0 15
KEY.
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"TAA SCORES' LOCUS 2 - GROUP B
ox
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 60 65 90 95
"Til Scores
subadults( J ) I 0 '" adults (5 )
x x
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 60 65 90 95
"T.U. Scores
KEY I x = malse {2b 0 = females () )
#
4
o 0 0 0 ox
o 20 30 50 0 70 0 0
"TAA Scores
KEYI x = subadults (Jh
o = adults(5 )
o 0 x
KEYI X = males (Z ),
o = females {J )
x 0
20 25 30 35 5 5 7 75
lIT.u. Scores
KEY , x '" males(6) I o = fema les()
# #
4 4
ox x x xc 0 1 x x 0
2 3 50 o 7 0 10 20 )0 46 50 66 70 86 96
"Til Scores CTAA Scores
KEY . x '" s uba dults(?) f KEY, x - males(6) I
o • adu lts(9) o = females()
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APPENDIX C
RESULTS OF KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TESTS
ON ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTIONS
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test for goodness
of fit involves the comparison of the expected cumulative
frequency (po) with the observed cumulative frequency (S1) '
The maximum difference (D) is then calculated, and , using
the appropriate table of values (Siegel 1956) I the probabi-
lity of the differences being due to chance is determined .
The hypotheses to be tested are I
Ho ' the variation is due to chance (Le •• randomness),
Hi I the variation is not due to chance (L se , 000-
randomness or patterning) .
The leve l of significance will be set at . 05 meaning
that . if the test r e ve a l s a probability of . 05 or less . the
null hypothesis (Ho) will be rejected . However , if the pro-
babili ty is greater than .05, there is no basis for rejecting
Ho '
- 125 -
Test 611 Great Auk Bills.
Fo(X) 15/65 )8/65 65/65
~(X) 0/9 1/9 9/9
Difference . 2) 1 . 474
N D 91 D = . 4 74 , Probability less than . 05














N = 5 1 D = . ) 8 51 Probability grea te r than . 20
~I Gull Bones .
A
5
F (x) 15/65 )8/65 65/65
a
S15(X) 8/15 10/15 15/15
Difference . ) 0) . 082
N = 15 1 D - . ) 0 3, Probab ility greater than . 10 and
l e s s t han .1 5
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Test '4 1 Swan Bones.
4 6
Fo(X) 15/65 J8/65 65/65
Sl1 (x) 1/11 5/11 11/11
Difference . 140 . I JO
N-l1ID= .140, Probability greater than .20
~I Red Fox Bones.
B
4 6
Fo(X) 15/65 J8/65 65/65
Sl1 (X) 4/11 4/11 11/11
Difference .IJJ .IJO
Test #6 I Gannet Bones .
J
Fo(X) 15/65 J8/65 65/65
S4(X) 1/4 4/4 4/4
Difference . 019 . 41 5





Fo(X) 15/65 38/65 65/65
S6(X) 0/6 1/6 6/6
Difference . 231 . 418
N = 6; D = .418, Probability greater than . 1 5 and
less than .20
Test #81 Loon Bones.
A B
3
Fo(X) 15/65 38/65 65/65
S7(X) 0/7 3/7 7/7
Difference . 231 .156
N = 7. D = .2)11 Probability greater than .20












N:::: 21 D::::: . 769 1 Probability greater than . 1 0 and
less than . 1 5
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po(X) 15/65 )8/65 65/65
S2(X) 2/2 2/2 2/2
Difference . 769 . 41 5
°
Test #11 , Merganser Bones .
A B C
f 4 4 4
po (X ) 15/ 65 )8/65 65/65
S12(X) 4/12 8/12 12112
Difference . 1 0) . 082
°
N = 1 2, D = . 10), Probability grea ter than . 20
Unique Distributions (N = 1) I
Group AI t e rn and whimbre l or Eskimo curlew .
Group Bt snowy owl . pUffin, and shearwater .
Group CI guillemot , Hudsonian godwit . ptarmigan , and
mooae (also murre (N = 2» .
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APPENDIX D
SUMMARY OF ARTIFACT VALUES
As previously described, the method of imparting
values to the artifacts is dependent on four variables.
They a re the fa llowing I
A. Material
i) common (value I 1)
ii) uncommon (value I 5)
B. Manufacturing Time
i) unworked (value I 0)
i1) minutes (value I 1)
iii) minutes/hours (value . 2)
iv) hours (va I ue r J)
v) days (value I 5)
C. Function
i) technomic (value I 1)
ii) sociotechnic (value I 2)
D. Unfinished Artifact (value I - 1 )
Unfinished artifac ts wi ll be marked by a (U) following the
artifact de scri pt io n.
The total a rtifact value will be the summation of the
values for variables (A) to (D) t with the exception of Grouped
Items (e .g . , beads . pebbles) . The value of Grouped Items will
be followed by an asterisk (-) , and will be calculated as
follows I
Number of artifacts




MA TERIAL M. TIME FUNCTION VALUE
Locus 11 Burial lA
2 polar bear canines uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .2*
150 Thies 1 . beads common minutes sociotechnic 19 .0*
LoCUS 1 . Burial 1B
no artifac ts
Locus 21 Burial lA
0 .0
spa tula te whalebone
too l
whalebone bLank l U)
antler squar-ef U)

















6 lumps of iron
pyri tes
quartz cobbles
Locus 21 Burial lC






















































Locus 2 1 Burial lX (not attributable to any individual)




































MATERIAL M. TlME FUNCTIO N VALUE
Locus 21 Burial 2X ( no t attributable to any individual )
2 bone needles and
fragments
pine marten mandible
s ea l bone fragments
gu ll skull and
lower mandi b l e
10 0 quartz pebbles
calcl te crystal









































































































































bone l e i ster pt .
4 need les
16 need jeat u)
spit t birdbone awl
fragmentary awl




2 gr ound beave r
incisors
merganser effigy
comb , antler common
c.70 Thies 1 . beads common
15 aka te tee th common
seal bone fragments common




2 quart z pebbles common
2 quartz crystals uncommon
15 quartz f r agmen ts common
dumbe l l -shaped
concretion
2 garnets




DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TlME FUNCTION VALUE
Locus 21 Burial 4
chert knife common minutes technomic ) .0
slate weaving tool common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
mammal bone f rags . common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
Locus 2 . Burial 5
2 toggling harpoons common rnins/hrs t echnomic 8 .0
) barbed harpoons common mins/hrs tec hnomi c 12 .0
whalebone lance common minutes technomic ) .0
bone point tip common minutes t e c hnomi c ) .0
square- barbed bone
point common minutes t e c hnomi c ) .0
caribou scapula
s c raper common minutes eeennee tc ) .0
birdbone needle common minutes technomic ) .0
splinter Bwl common minutes t e c hnomi c ) .0
5 modified beaver
i nc i sors c ommon minu tes tec hnomi c 15 .0
mammal longbone
b l ank(U) common minu tes 'te ch nomfc 2 .0
dog ( ?) ca n i ne common unworked socio technic ) .0
pine marten mand ib le c ommon unworked s oc i o technic ) .0
dog (?) i nc i s or common unwor ke d sociotechnic ) .0
J seal c law cores common unworked sociotechnic ) . ) .
gull coracoid and
fu rcu lum common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
eider mandible common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
codfish ossicle common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
soft clam shell wi th
re d ochre common unwo r-ked sociotechnic ) .0
Locus 2. Burial 6
2 singl e-barbed
ha rpoons common rnins/hrs t e c hnomi c 8 .0
saw tooth poin t common minutes technomic ) .0
square- barbed antler
leister point c ommon mins/hrs technomic 4 .0
caribou scapula
scraper common minutes technomic ) .0
bone needle common minutes technomic ) .0
bone awl c ommon minutes technomic ) .0
12 skate t eeth common unworked socio technic 4 .2+
pine marten mandible common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
6 gull mandibles c ommon unworked sociotechnic ) .6'
bird bone f ragmen ts c ommon unworked sociotechnic ).0
Locus 21 Burial 6-7 (not at tribu tab le to any burial)
minia t ure gr ound
s l a te po i nt c ommon mins/hrs t e c hnomi c 4 .0
-
1)) -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
ground slate trag. common minutes technomic ) .0
sIngle-barbed antler
harpoon common rnins/hrs technomic 4.0
red fox right
maxilla common unworked sociotechnic ).0
J beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnic ) . )*
seal bones common unworked sociotechnic ).0
2 codfish ossicles common unworked sociotechnic ).2*
eider ulna common unworked sociotechnic ).0
bird bone. uniden. common unworked sociotechnic ).0
we terworn pebble common unworked sociotechnic ).0
quartz crystal uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7.0
Locus 21 Burial 7
2 bone needles common minutes technomic 6 .0
4 needle blanka(U) common minutes technomic 8 .0
sla te weaving tool cornmon minutes technomic ).0
slate scraper (? )
fragment common minutes technomic 3.0
2 modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 6.0
retouched flake common minutes technomic 3 .0
red slate pendant uncommon minutes soc iotechnic 8 .0
212 shell beads common minutes soc io technic 25.2*
5) skate tooth beads common unworked sociotechnic 8. JO
4 perforated otter
canines common minutes socia technic 4 .4-
harp seal claw core common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
2 seal humeri common unworked socia technic ).2*
bear (1) canine common unworked soc Ic technic ) .0
red fox left maxilla common unworked socia technic ).0
2 beaver inc i sors common unworked sociotechnic ).2*
antler scrap common unworked technomic 2 .0
12 calcined bone
chips common unworked technomic ) .2*
2 soft c lam shells
wi th red ochre common unworked sociotechnic 6 .0
fish rib common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
whimbrel or Eskimo
curlew wing e Le , common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
2 gull billa common unworked sociotechnic ) .2*
gull wing elements common unworked sociotechnic ).0
1) calci te crystals uncommon unworked sociotechnic 8.)*
calci te crystals in
stone matrix uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
110 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic 20 .0-
12 quartz crystals uncommon unworked sociotechnic 8 .2-
2 cobbles common unworked sociotechnic J .2-
8 birdlike stones or
concretions common unworked soc io technic 24 .0
-
1)4 -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
Locus 2. Burial
no artifacts 0.0
Locus 2 . Burial
bear effigy pendant common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
merganser effigy
4 .0pendant common minutes socio technic
duck effigy pendant common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
2 l oon or gannet
effigy pendants common minutes sociotechnic 8 .0
bird effigy pendant common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
)0 she l l beads common minutes sociotechnic 7 .0*
mammal epiphyseal cap common unworked sociotechnic ).0
ca lcined mammal bone common unworked sociotechnic ).0
)2 shark teeth uncommon unworked s ociotechnic 10 .2*
gu ll b ill common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
gannet wing elements
(2 wings) common unwo r-ked sociotechnic ) .2*
bird vertebra common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
6 quartz crys t a ls uncommon unworked aoc Lotechnic 7 .6*
stone resemb ling c law
or tooth common minutes soc Io technic 4 .0
Locus 2 . Burial 10
square -barbed bone
point tang common minutes technomic ) .0
plemmetlike con-
cretion common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
217 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 25 .7*
mammal bone f ragment common unworked socio technic ) .0
§u~~a~~~d~~;~tals common unworked scc Io technic ) .0uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .8*
Locus 2. Burial 11
steatite amulet or
plummet common rnins/hrs sociotechnic 5 .0
2 shell pendants common minutes sociotechnic 8 .0
)5 shell beads common minutes soc Io technic 7 .5*
J perforated ot ter
canines common minutes sociotechnic 4 .)*
red fox inc isor common minutes s ociotechnic 4 .0
teal (?) f oot e lements common unworked soc io technic ) .0
Locus 2 . Burial 12
s late bayonet frag. common hours technomic 5 .0
2 square-barbed
whalebone po in t s common mins/hrs technomic 8.0
9 shel l beads common minutes sociotechnic 4.9*
-
1)5 -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
5 skate tooth beads common unworked sociotechnic ).5*
12 mammal bone frags. common unworked sociotechnic 4.2*
merganser skull common unworked sociotechnic ).0
Locus 2. Burial 1)
slate point or
mins/hrsknife fragment common technomic 4 .0
slate bayonet fragment common hours technomic 5.0
square-barbed whale-
mins/hra 4.0bone point common technomic
axe or adze fragments common hours technomic 5 .0
2 modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomlc 6 .0
beaver incisor common unworked sac 10 technic ) .0
115 skate tooth beads common unworked soc10 technic 14 .5*
5 shell beads common minutes 8ociotechnic 4 .5*
seal claw core common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
red fox mendi ble common unworked sociotechnlc ) .0
mammal bone blank(U) common minutes technomic 2 .0
merganser skull common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
J merganser mandibles common unworked sociotechnic ) .)*
gull phalanx common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
Locus 2. Burial 14
toggling harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
foreshaft common mins/hrs technomic 4 .0
11 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 5.1 *
5 harp seal claw cores common unworked sociotechnic ).5*
polished bear canine common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
green-winged teal
carpome tacarpus common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
crescentic concretion common unworked soc10 technic ) .0
5 birdlike concretions common unworked sociotechn1c 15 .0
10 ,pebbles common unworked sociotechn1c 4 .0*
) iron pyrite frags . common unworked technomic 2 . )*
Locus 2, Burial 15
2 miniature ground
slate points common rnins/hrs technomic 8.0
toggling harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4 .0
2 double-barbed
harpoons common rnins/hrs technomic 8.0
foreshaft common rnins/hrs technomic 4.0
) square-barbed
an tIer pc ints common mins/hrs technomic 12 .0
bone knife(?)(U) common minutes technomic 2.0
ground stone axe common hours technomic 5 .0
modified beaver
incisor common minutes technomic ) .0) bone blanks(U) common minutes technomic 6.0
- 1)6 -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
antler bLankf ll ) common minutes technomic 2.0
codfish ossicle common unworked sociotechnic ).0
cormorant wing ele-
ments (2 birds) common unworked sociotechnic 3.2"
puffin foot elements common unwo r-ked sociotechnic ).0
eider foot elements common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
2 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic 3.2"
Locus 2, Burial 16A
whalebone lance common minutes technomic 3.0
square-barbed antler
point common rnins/hrs technomic 4.0
birdbone needle common minutes technomic 3.0
spearlike bone pin common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
Locus 2, Burial 16B - assigned to Eurial 19.
Locus 2, Burial 16c
shell pendant common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
pendant blank(U) common minutes sociotechnic ) .0
cormorant mandible common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
Locus 2, Burial 16X (artifacts from grave fill - associated
wi th Burial 1607)
bone dagger or spear
fragrnent(U) common minutes technomic 2.0
2 bone blanks(U) common minutes technomic 4.0
burned seal bone common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
whalebone fragments common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
gannet ulna common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
cormorant mandible common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
bird vertebra common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
cluster of quartz
crystal uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7.0J mica flakes common unworked sociotechnic 3.3"
Locus 2, Burial 17
caribou metapo idal
dagger common minutes technomic 3.0
codfish otolith common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
wolf (7 ) incisor common unworked sociotechnic ).0
miniature ground
slate point common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
waterworn pebble common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
Locus 2, Burial l8A
modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 6 .0
- lJ7 -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
whalebone fragmen ts common unworked sociotechnic J.O
bird ve rtebra common unworked sociotechnic J.O
quartz chip common unworked technomic 2.0
Locus 2 . Burial 18B
ad ze common hours technomic 5 .0
shallow gouge cornmon hours technomic 5.0
2 modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 6.0
beaver incisor common unworked sociotechnic J.O
115 skate tooth beads common unworked sociotechnic 14 .5*
5 shell pendants common minutes sociotechnic 20 .0
bird wing elements common unworked soclotechnic J .O
goose ulna whistle
or pendant common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
bird bone scrap common unworked sociotechnic J .O
2 qua rtz cobbles common unworked sociotechnic J .2*
51 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic 8 .1·
Locus 2. Burial 18 C
no artifacts 0 .0
Locus 2. Buria l 18D
no artifacts 0 .0
Locus 2 . Buria l 19
perforated caribou
phalanges common minutes sociotechnic 4 .2·
merganser e f f i gy
pendants common minutes sociotechnic 8 .0
12 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 5 .2*
4 harp seal claw co res c ommon unworked sociotechnic J .4*
swan ra dius whistle uncommon minutes soc Io technic 8 .0
gannet po llex and
carpometacarpus c ommon unworked sociotechnic J .O
l oon bill cornmon unworked sociotechnic J .O
duck (1) vertebra common unworked sociotechnic J .O
3ua rtt. crystal uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
mica flakes common unworked sociotechnic J .8*
2 concretions c ommon unworked sociotechnic 6 .0
stone chip common unworked technomic 2 .0
Locus 2. Burial 20
c .240 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 28 .0*
Locus 2. Burial 21
miniature saw tooth
bone point common minutes technomic J .O
DESCRIPTION
- 138 -
MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE




dog (?) femur fragment
killer whale too th
2 mammal phalanges
gull mandible



































































Locus 2 I Burial 22B
no artifacts

































minutes sociotechnic 10.5.~5u~~e~f ~::~s


































DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
Locus 2, Burial 2)
ground stone chip common unworked technomic 2 .0
bear femur fragment common unworked sociotechnic ).0
seal bone fragments common unworked sociotechnic ).0
Locus 2 , Burial 24
2 caribou radius
daggers common minutes technomic 6 .0
Locus 2, Burial 25
natura lly perforated
pebble common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
fr~~~~t=t~~;S~~~8 common hours sociotechnic 6 .0uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .4*
sla te bayone t common hours technomic 5 .0
ca ribou ulna awl common minutes technomic ) .0
2 modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 6 .0
2 beaver inc isors common unwor ke d sociotechnic ) .2"
chert biface or
pr-erorra t u ) common minu tes t e c hnomi c 2 .0
9 dog or wolf
) .9"claw cores common unworked sociotechnic
2 beaver fo repaws common unworked sociotechnic ).2"
polar bear incisor uncommon unworked s ociotechnic 7 .0
beaver c l aw co re common unworked s ociotechn ic ) .0
mamma l c law co re c ommon unworked sociotechnic ) .0
mammal bone f ragments c ommon unworked sociotechnic ) .0
seal bone fragments common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
2 soft clam shells common unworked sociotechnic ) .2"
4 loon bills common unworked sociotechnic ) .4"
merganser bill common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
Whist ling swan pha lanx
and mandible uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
bi rd bill common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
bird skull . crushed common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
chisel-like ground
stone fragment common unworked sociotechnic ).0
105 qua rtz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic 1) .5*
2 band ed and mottled
pebbles c ommon unworked s ocio technic ) .2"
pebble r e s embl i ng
too th o r etlaw c ommon unworked sociotechnic ) .0
) birdlike concre tiona common unworked sociotechnic 9 .0
Locus 2 , Burial 26
5 s late points c ommon hours t e c hnomi c 25.0
) bone points common min utes t e c hnomi c 9 .0
) slate bayonets c ommon hours technomic 15 .0
DESCRIPTION
- 140 -








4 bone spears or
daggers













































































































double- barbed harpoon common
barbed harpoon r rag , common
non -functional harpoon,
pendant (?) COmmon
2 whalebone fore shafts common
64 quartz pebb les common







ee a L premolar
,4b~:~~ ~~:; ~~~~es















Locus _2. Buria! 2?B
dog tooth ca Lc i te
crysta! uncommon unworked sociotechnic
DESCRIPTION
Locus 2. Burial 28A
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Locus 2 1 Burial 28B (trophy skull belonging to 28A ?)









Locus 2 t Burial JOA
no artifacts
Locus 2 I Burial JOB
no artifacts










































2 iron pyri tea
56 quartz pebbles













































DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
Locus 21 Burial )1
red slate bayonet uncommon hours technomic 9 .0
4 antler blanka(U) common minutes technomic 8 .0
mammal rib fragmen t common unworked sociotechnic ).0
bird bill fragment common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
antler problematic
objact(U) common minutes technomic 2.0
Locus 2. Burial )2
2 slate point frags . common mins/hrs technomic 8 .0
double- barbed harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
whalebone lance common mins/hrs technomic 4 .0
barbed whalebone point common rnins/hrs technomic 4.0
square- barbed bone pt . Common minutes technomic ).0
caribou metapoidal
dagger common minutes technomic ).0
caribou metapoidal awl common minutes technomic ).0
J modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 9 .0
5 beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnic ).5"
2 m~~~k~(~~bone common minutes technomic 4.0
mammal longbone
scraper common minutes technomic ).0
)27 shell beads common minutes socia technic )6.7"
pendant or pin common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
2 perfora ted po lar
bear incisors uncommon minutes sociotechnic 8.2·
seal canine common unworked socia technic ) .0
soft clam shell common unworked sociotechnic ).0
) scallop shells common unworked soc io technic ) . )"
2 gull wings common unworked sociotechnic ) .2"
passerine bird
carpometacarpus common unworked s oc io technic
,.019 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic . 9"
green/"hi te pebble common unworked sociotechnic ).0
quar-te crystal uncommon unworked socio technic 7.0
Locus 2 1 Burial ))
, sla te bayone t ,s common hours technomic 15.0
bone bayonets common minutes technomic 12 .0
toggl ing harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
) barbed harpoons common mins/hrs technomic 12.0
:3 foreshatts common mins/hrs technomic 12.0
caribou metapoidal
dagger common minutes technomic ).0
an tIer dagger common minutes technomic ) .0
sla te pick or large
bayonet coeacn hours technomic 5 .0
- 14) -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
double- barbed antler
point(U) common minutes technomic 2 .0
scapula knife common minutes technomic 3 .0
carlbcu longbone
mins/hrs 4.0beamer common technomlc
birdbone needle common minutes technomic 3.0
bone needle case common minutes technomic ).0
stone axe common hours technomic 5.0
axe or adze common hours technomic 5.0
axe or adze(U) common hours technomic 4 .0
2 walrus ivory adzes uncommon hours technomic 18.0
) stone gouges common hours technomic 15 .0
ground beaver incisor common minutes technomic ) .0
bone blank(U) common minutes technomic 2 .0
3 bird effigy pins common minutes sociotechnic 12.0
:3 other pins common minutes sociotechnic 12 .0
swordlike pin common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
swan ulna whistle uncommon minutes sociotechnic 8.0
2 swan radius tubes uncommon minutes sociotechnic 16 .0
~U~~a~I~~a;U~:res common minutes sociotechnic 4.0common unworked sociotechnic ) .4'
4 beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnic ).4'
16 caribou incisors common unworked aoc Io bechnLc 4.6'
2 cormorant bills common unworked sociotechnic 3 .2'
2 great auk bills common unworked soc io technic ).2'
eheazwate r- wing
elements common unworked eoc Ic t.echn i c 3 .0
199 quartz pebbles common unworked eoc Lctechnic 22 .9'
birdlike concretion common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
5 chert flakes common unworked technomic 2.5'
Locus 21 Burial )4
) slate spears common hours technomic 15 .0
2 barbed harpoons common mins/hrs technomic 8 .0
caribou radius dagger common minutes technomic 3.0
square-barbed antler
point common minutes technomic ) .0
J modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 9.0
15 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 5 .5'
antler comb common mins/hrs sociotechnic 5 .0
cu t and ground wolf
maxilla common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
4 seal claw cores common unworked sociotechnic 3.4'
beaver incisor common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
American pelicans
foot shell common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
Canada goose ulna
whistle common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
gull bill common unworked sociotechnic 3.0
DESCRIPTION
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2 iron pyri te frags.










banded sla te bayone t










great auk effigy pin
221 shell beads
shell pendant
117 skate tooth beads
native copper pendant








murre wing e lemen ts
guillemot wing
elements
200 great auk bills
J quartz cobbles
quartz crystal
J calcl te crystals
cobble with quartz
vein



















































































































J seal claw cores
great auk mandible
2 beaver incisors

















Locus 21 Burial J6X (not attributable to any individual)
4 slate spears common hours technomic 20.0
DESCRIPTION
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MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
2 toggling harpoons
2 barbed harpoons
J saw tooth bone
points
bone lance


























minu te s technortic
minutes technomic






















2 minia ture sla te
points
barbed harpoon
2 saw too th bone po In t








3 bone b lanks (U)
smoothed antler tine
swan effigy comb
5 seal claw cores















































































































































































































































3 barbed harpoons common




caribou ulna awl common
ba rk peeler common
ce 1t fragmen t common
caribou u lna bLankf ll) common
antler blank(U) common
J beaver incisors common
modified beaver incisor common
15 caribou incisors common
po lished/perforated
human clavicle


















DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
Locus 2, Burial 41
2 barbed harpoons common rnins/hrs technomic 8 .0
foreshaft common rnins/hrs technomic 4 .0
needle b Lankf U} common minutes technomic 2 .0
stone adze common hours technomic 5 .0
human figurine (?) t
4 .0antler common minutes sociotechnic
pine marten mandible common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
r ed fox mandible common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
7 beaver inc Leor-a common unwor ked so ciotechnic 3 .7"
swan u lna whistle uncommon minutes soc iotechnic 8 .0
Locus 2 1 Burial 42
2 barbed harpoons common rnins/hrs technomic 8 .0
foreshaft common mins/hrs technomic 4 .0
sq uare - barbed bone
mins/hrs 4 .0point common t e c hnomi c
modified beaver
incisor common minutes t e c hnomi c 3 .0
ba ld eagle wing
element s unc ommon unwo r ke d sociotechnic 7 .0
4 trumpeter s wan
r ad i us t ubes uncommon minutes sociotechnic 32 .0
t ru mpe t er swan radius
whis t le uncommon minutes sociotechnic 8 .0
2 t rumpeter swan ulna
t ube s unc ommon minutes sociotechnic 16 .0
trumpeter swan ulna
whist le uncommon minutes scc Lot ec hn i c 8 .0
30 she l l beads c ommon minutes socia technic 7 .0"
expanded head pin or
pendant common minu tes sociotechnic 4 .0
3 sword like pins or
pendants common min utes soc iotechnic 12 .0
bird effigy pendant common mi nut e s sociotechnic 4 .0
beaver inciso r common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
gu l l metacarpus common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
large bog iron nodu le common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
J mica f lakes common unworked soc io technic 3 .3"
birdlike concre tion common unworked sociotechnic 3 .0
problematic antler
object common min utes soc io technic 4 .0
Locus 2 , Burial 43
whalebone l an c e common minutes technomic 3 .0
2 t apered barbed
points common mins/hrs t e chnomi c 8 .0
beaver incisor common unworked. sociotechnic 3 .0
15 caribou incisors common unworked socia technic 4 .5"
waterworn cobble common unworked socio technic 3 .0
- 148 -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIIo!E FUNCTION VALUE
8 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic ).8-
quartz ' crystal uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7.0
Locus 2. Burial 44A
5 bone bayonets common mins/hrs technomic 20 .0
toggling harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
barbed harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
foreshaft common rnins/hrs technomic 4 .0
moose canon bone
dagger uncommon minutes technomic 7 .0
square-barbed bone
mins/hrs 4 .0point common technomic
11 needle bLankaf U} common minutes technomic 22 .0
stone adze common hours technomic 5 .0
walrus ivory adze uncommon hours technomic 9.0
gouge or adze common hour-s technomic 5.0
modified beaver
incisor common minutes technomic ) . 0
2 antler chips common unworked technomic 2 .2*
2 bone blanks (U) common minutes technomic 4 .0
77 she l l beads common minutes sociotechnic 11. 7-
:3 swan ulna tubes uncommon minutes sociotechnic 24.0
5 harp seal claw cores Common unworked sociotechnic ).5-
4 beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnic ) .4-
2 loon carpometacarpi common unworked sociotechnic ) .2-
swan carpometacarpus uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
merganser cranium common unworked sociotechnic ).0
7 great auk upper
mandibles common unworked sociotechnic ).7-
iron pyri tes common unworked technomic 2 .0
284 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic )1.4-
:3 quartz cobbles common unworked socia technic ) .)-
) birdlike concretions cornman unworked sociotechnic 9.0
problematic antler
object common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
2 red slate cones uncommon hours sociotechnic 20.0
crescentic limestone
fragment common unworked sociotechnic ).0
fossil fragment uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
limestone fragment common unworked sociotechnic ).0
limestone pebble common unworked sociotechnic ).0
Locus 21 Burial 44B
slate bayonet common hours technomic 5.0
red sla te bayone t uncommon hours technomic 9.0
2 fore shafts cornmon mins/hrs technomic 8.0
2 square-barbed bone
p'oints common mins/hrs technomic 8 .0
2 sntler blanks(U) common minu tes technomic 4.0
stone blsnk (U) common minutes technomic 2.0
bird effigy pin or
pendant common minutes sociotechnic 4.0
DESCRIPTION
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MATERIAL M. TI ME FUNCTI ON VALUE
5 swan ulna tu bes
cormorant wing e1ems.
20 gr e a t auk upper
mandi bles






eu t mica flake
crinoid stem












unworked ecc Ie technic
unwork ed s oc i o t e c hnic
unworked sociotechnic































2 stone gouge s
adze or axe stem
stone blank (U )
gr oo ve d plummet
harp seal claw core
beaver incisor






















































Locus 2 , Burial 46x ( p ro ba b ly attributable to Burial 46A )
unworked socia technic
unworked eoc Ic teehrd c
unworked sociotechnic
minutes technomic
2 bone need les






eagle ( ? ) ulna tube
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DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M. TIME FUNCTION VALUE
2 elongate pebbles common unworked sociotechnic ).2*
mise. dog bones common unworked sociotechnl c ) . 0
Locus 21 Burial 4 7A
saw too th bone
points common mins/hrs technomic 8 . 0
modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 9.0
4) shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 8.)*
human effigy pendant common minutes sociotechnlc 4 .0
loon bill common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
iron pyrl tea common unwo r-ked technomlc 2.0
J quartz crystals uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7. )*
chert flake common unworked technomic 2.0
Locus 21 Burial 47B
slate spear common hours technomic 5 .0
barbed harpoon common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
J saw too th bone
points common minutes technomic 9 . 0
J caribou metapoidal
daggers common minutes technomic 9.0
square- barbed leister
point common l'IIins/hrs technomic 4.0
splinter awl common minutes technomic ).0
bone knife common minutes technomic ).0
) antler blanks(U ) common minutes technomic 6.0
9 bone blanks (U ) common minutes technomic 18 .0
2 stone blanks ( U) common minutes technomic 4 .0
shell pendant common minutes socia technic 4 .0
seal claw core common unworked socia technic ) .0
red fox maxilla and
mandible common unworked socia technic ) .0
wolf maxilla common unworked socia technic ).0
J goose mandibles common unworked sociotechnic ) .)*
Locus 2, Burial 48
26 shell beads common minutes soc!otechni c 6 .6*
problematic antler
ob ject common minute s soc io technic 4.0
Locus 2, Burial 49A
saw tooth bone point common minutes technomic ).0
2 stone axes common hours technomic 10.0
modified beaver
incisor common minutes technomic ).0
~fe~~a~~: ~~~~les common unworked socia techn ic ).0common unworked soc I o technic 11.1 *
2 birdlike concretions common unworked sociotechnic 6.0
- lSl -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
2 soft clam shells common unworked sociotechnlc ).2'
bog iron fragments common unworked soc 10 technic ) .0
quartz flake common unworked technomic 2 .0
dumbell-shaped
concretion common unworked sociotechnic ).0
Loc us 21 Burial 49B
bone needle or awl common minutes technomic ) .0
5 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 4.S·
5 shell pendants common minutes sociotechnic 20 .0
:3 perforated caribou
styliform bones common minutes sociotechnic 4 .)'
na tive copper fragment uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
J beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnlc ) .)'
fox or otter femur common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
76 quartz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic 10 .6'
2 quartz cobbles common unworked sociotechnic ) .2'
birdlike concretion common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
clam shell c ommon unwor ked s ocia technic ) .0
c ord ( 7) fragmen t c ommon minutes t ec hnomi c J .O
Locu s 2 . Burial SOA
2 slate bayonets common hours technomic 10 .0
red s late bayone t uncommon hours technomic 9 .0
foreshaf't common mins/hrs technomic 4 .0
scapula scraper common minutes technomic ) .0
beamer common minutes technomic ) .0
stone adze common hours technomic S .O
stone gouge common hours technomic S.O
2 modified beaver
incisors common minutes technomic 6 .0
stone axe or adze common hours technomic S .O
tabu lar whetstone c ommon minu tes technomic J.O
2 swo rd like pendants common mi nute s aoc Lo technic 8 .0
spear like pendant common minu tes sociotechnic 4 .0
10 bone pendants common minu tes sociotechnlc 40.0
2 shel l beads common minutes sociotechnic 4 .2*
shell pendant common minutes soclotechnic 4 .0
~~~~~tf~)mmet common minutes sociotechnic 4.0common minutes socio technic ) .0
3 seal claw cores common unworked sociotechnic ) .)'
2 beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnic 3 .2*
swan wing elements uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
200 qua rtz pebbles common unworked sociotechnic 2).0'
stone rod c ommon hours sociotechnic 6.0
amethys t crystal unc ommon unworked s ociotechnic 7.0
Locus 2 . Burlal SOB
barbed harpoon common mins/hrs t e c hnomi c 4 .0
fore shaft common mina/hr. technomic 4 .0
-
152 -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
perforated whetstone common minutes technomic ).0
) swordlike pendants common minutes sociotechnic 12.0
2 expanded base
pendants common minutes sociotechnic 8 .0
broken pendan t common minutes sociotechnic 4 .0
swan ulna tub. uncommon minutes sociotechnic 8.0
swan radius tube uncommon minutes Bociotechnic 8.0
loon bill common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
harlequin duck skull uncommon unworked sociotechnic 7 .0
)00 quartz pebbles common unworked soc 10 technic 33 .0-
birdlike concretion common unworked sociotechnic ).0
52 amethyst crystals uncommon unworked sociotechnic 12.2·
Locus 2, Burial 50C
207 shell beads common minutes sociotechnic 24.7-
1J seal claw cores common unworked sociotechnic 4.)-
Locus 2. Burial 51
gr-ea t auk bill common unworked ecc Ie technic ).0
quartz pebble common unworked socio technic ).0
Locus 2. Burial 52
J axes common hours technomlc 15 .0
beaver molar common unworked soc io technic ).0
Locus 21 Burial 5)
5 round cobbles common unworked socia technic ) .5-
Locus 4 . Burial
25 caribou incisors common unworked sociotechnic 5.5-
quartz pebbLe La) common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
problematic antler
object common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
bird bones common unworked sociotechnic ) .0
2 worked fox canines common minutes sociotechnic 4.2*
caribou scapula
scraper common minutes technomic ).0
Locus 41 Burial
~~~~:~a~~1~O~rags.) common mins/hrs technomic 4.0common rnins/hrs technomic 4.0
stone axe common hours technomic 5.0
caribou antler gouge common mins/hrs technomic 4.0
8 beaver incisors common unworked sociotechnic ).8-
bird longbones common unworked sociotechnic ).0
loon (?) bill common unworked soc Lotechnic ).0
2 antler tines(U) common minutes technomic 4.0
- 15J -
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL M.TIME FUNCTION VALUE
cut section of
antler(U) common minutes technomic 2.0
4 ma~:~k~(~~bone
common minutes technomic 8 .0
limestone cobble common unworked sociotechnic J.O
birchbark fragments common unworked sociotechnic J .O




